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I OBSERVER
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.
GEOKOE IV. MYERS, PRINTER.

From the Christian Remembrancer.

FEAR NOT, THY GOD IS NEAR.
Whene’er the clouds of sorrow roll,
And trials whelm the mind;
When, faint with grief, thy wearied soul
No joys on earth can find; —
Then lift thy voice to God on high,
Dry up the trembling tear,
And hush the low complaining sigh;
“Fear not,” thy God is near.

When dark temptations spread their snares,
And earth with charms allures;
And when thy soul oppress’d with fears,
The world’s assault endures;—
Then let thy Father’s friendly voice
Thy fainting spirit cheer,
And bid thy trembling heart rejoice;
“Fear not,” thy God is near.
And when the last, last hour shall come,
That calls thee to thy rest,
To dwell within thy heavenly home,
A welcome, joyful guest;—
Be calm—though Jordan's waves may roll,
No ills shall meet thee there;
Angels shall whisper to thy soul,
“Fear not,” thy God is near.

S E L F-E X A M I N AT lO N;
OR

365

QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY
IN THE YEAR.

JANUARY.
Does my pleasure in the possession of any talent
arise from its employment for Christ mediately or immedi
ately ?
16. Have my scraps of time been used for meditation,
ejaculation, and some useful purpose, or idled away as of
no value?
17. IIow have 1 borne this day’s little crosses?
Do I look for too much personal attention from oth
ers? Was my discontent and loss of temper discovered this
to myself and thtm?
19. Have my good desires in the morning risen into ho
ly and vigorous efforts in the day?
20. “ W/ieii two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them.” (Matt, xviii.
20.j I believe this—do 1 ask Cor a powerful sense of my
Lord’s presence in public and family worship ?
21. Whilst others arc admiring and praising my conduct
do 1 blush at its known deficiency?

THE OBSERVER.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1836.
shake terribly the land?” He can put a sound in ur ears
that will throw all our goodly array into confusion. He
can drop a spark into the house of our glory that will melt
all our wealth to dross, and cover all our beauty with black
ness. He can blow with his winds and the waters shall
cover us—or stretch out his rod, and the pestilence devour
us. “ They that sow the wind, shall reap the whirlwind.
“Let all the earth fear the Lord—Let all the inhabit
ants of the earth stand in awe of him.”
The above reflections we are happy to find so much bet
ter expressed in a solemn discourse of the Rev. Dr. Spring
on the occasion of the fire. The following is the only ex
tract for which we have room : —

ardent affections ha’ve concentrated here. And
the consequence is they have been greatly
prospered and have become rich. Multitudes
of young men who came into this city when the
speaker came into it, with nothing but good
character and industry, hive become men of
princely fortune.
And they gloried in their
wealth.
From their unexampled prosperity,
our city had become a proud city and cherish
ed a haughty sense of her superiority. W’e felt
that we were the first, the great city, and that
every orher part of the land was necessarily
tributary to us. We thought less of God. We
were a self-sufficient people and felt that we
could perpetuate our prosperity by our own ex
ertions and enterprise. The wise’ man gloried
in his wisdom, and the mighty man gloried in
his might and the rich man gloried in his riches.
Phis was the general feeding and spirit; and that
though all our prosperity had come from God
though his favor had made us rich , though his
hand had covered the hills with cattle, and the
valieys with corn, and his winds and waves had
wafted to our shores the wealth of both the
spheres; and though the continuance of our
prosperity was dependent on that same Al
mighty Benevolent Being who gave them at
first. And it is for these things that God has
a controversy with us. We have deserved this
desolating judgment.
Well might He say,

I rise before you this morning, my friends,
affected by the providence that has reduced the
fairest portion of our city to ashes, and oppress
ed by the responsibility of addressing you, in
some sort as the afflicting occurrence demands.
What shall I say? The voice said, cry, and
I said, what shall 1 cry? All flesh is grass,
and all the goodiiness thereof is as the flower
of the field. The grass withereth, the flower
fadeth; because the breath of the Lord bloweth
upon it : surely the people is grass. The grass
withereth, the flower fadeth: hut the word of'
our God shall stand forever. Far be from us
the infidel impression, that the God of heaven
has not exercised a particular providence in
this desolation. It is not by general laws sim
ply that he governs the affairs of men; his al Shall I not visit for these things?
mighty and invisible hand directs and gives en
ergy to those laws and moves and guides every
For the Gambier Observer.
event both great and small. There is no room
PENCILLED PASSAGES. -II.
for fate, or chance, or contingency, in a world
where he sitteth all in all. Casualty is a word
THE FATHERS.—2.
known only by poetic license, or in the creed of
IGNATIUS.
an athiest. On any other night of the year, the
In
a
former
number
we quoted from Clehient,
raging flame might probably have been arrested
Bishop ol Rome.
Our present extracts are
in its progress; but he who balances the clouds
from the Epistles of Ignatius, the disciple of
and has his way in the whirlwind, disappointed
St. John, who was made Bishop of Antioch
and disconcerted the schemes of men, so that
about the year 70, and who suffered martyrdom
their hands could not perforin their enterprise.
at Rome about the year 116. It was while on his
He giveth snow like wool; he scattereth the
way to the place of his cruel death that he
hoav frost like ashes; he casteth forth his ice
like morsels; and who can stand before his cold? wrote the epistles to several Christian Churches
Shall a trumpet be blown in the city and the from which the following passages are taken.
people not be afraid? Shall there be an evil in I That the readers of the Observer may know
- how these epistles are re^arA^a by those who
the city ant' the Lord hath not done it ? I am
tile Lord, he says; and there is none else: there differ from us on the question of Episcopacy,
is no God beside me. I form the light and cre I I quote the following statement by Dr. Miller
ate darkness; 1 make peace, and create evil. I, I of Princeton, made in Ins Letters on Unituriaiii ism. “ * The great body of learned men conthe Lord do all these things. I would not be
I sider the smaller Epistles of Ignatius as in the
without the consolation of knowing that his
hand is in this thing. He made nothing in vain, mam the real works of the writer whose name
and he governs nothing in vain. God is on the they bear.” p. 122. From these authentic writthrone. The Lord God omnipotent reigneth, | ings of one who conversed with the Apostles,
and let the earth rejoice! It is in the light of vve give the following selections without note or
this truth that we see light in this dark provi comment, simply italicising a few phrases.j-

THE CONFLAGRATION IN NEW-YORK.
It is lamentable to see bow little notice is taken in the
New-York papers, as well as others, of the one solemn as
pect in which the late affliction of that city by fire, should
chiefly and as a matter of national concern, be regarded—
its meaning as a visitation of God—as a warning voice from dence, and have comfort and peace, though the
For inasmuch as ye are subject to your Bi
heaven, against the national sin of this country. We do earth be removed and the mountains be carried shop as to Jesus Christ, ye appear to me to live
into
the
midst
of
the
sea.
not suppose because New-York has received the blow, that
not after the manner of men, hut according to
Righteous art thou, O Lord, when I plead Jesus Christ, who died for us, in order that, be
New-York has alone or chiefly deserved the condemnation.
with
thee;
yet
let
me
talk
with
thee
of
thy
judg

The whole country has been stricken in that emporium of
lieving in his death, ye may escape death. It
her wealth. The whole population has been warned and ments. Wherefore hath the Lord covered the is therefore necessary that ye do nothing without
rebuked in that chief place of their concourse for all the daughter of Zion with a cloud in his anger and your Bi.,hop, even as ye are wont : and that ye
objects of covetousness by which their minds are so alien cast down from Heaven unto earth the beauty be also subject to the Presbytery as to the Aposated from God and enslaved to the world. In the midst of of Israel, and remembered not his footstool in i ties of Jesus Christ, our hope, in whom if we
the day of his anger?—Wherefore hath he swal walk, we shall be found (in him.)
the pride and prosperity of this nation, when all hearts
lowed up the habitations of Jacob, and hath not
have been lifted up in a vain boast of fancied greatness and
pitied; and thrown down in his anger the strong
In like manner, let all reverence the Deacons
stability—when, because of the increase of the means of
hold of the daughter of Judah? It may be
internal communication, and the opening of new sources of humbling, but it is profitable for us to observe as Jesus Christ, and the Bishop as the Father:
wealth, and the abundant productions of the soil and the the analogy between the peculiarity of our sin. and the Presbyters as the council of God, and
the assembly of the Apostles. Without these
pouring of all the streams of foreign commerce into our and the peculiarity of our punishment? He
there is no Church. Concerning all which I am
harbours, the cry was heard from all parts of the land, “Is whose eyes are upon the ways of men, has by
persuaded that ye think after the very same
not this great Babylon that we have built, hv the might of this event discovered to us and to the world the manner. For 1 have received, and even now
our power !” When men seemed to he fast forgetting how crying sin of our metropolis, the crying sin of have with me, the pattern of your love in your
“the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men and giv our churches, the crying sin of Christian men. Bishop: whose very look is much instruction,
eth it to whomsoever he will”—and praised the gods of So clearly has it brought to light, that we are and his mildness, power : whom I am persuaded
gold and of silver, of brass, of iron, of wood and of stone,” laid under the necessity of acknowledging the that even the ungodly reverence.
—then, on the wall of the night, in the midst of the ban- hand of God. And my brethren, what is it?—
queting house of our luxury—the palace of our pride—the i Can there be but one answer? You anticipate me
Wherefore, guard yourselves against such
temple of our idolatry, appeared those letters of flaming 1 am sure when 1 say, it is the love of money.— persons. And that ye will do, if ye are not
It is the absorbing desire to become rich. It is puffed up, but continue inseparable from Jesus
fire_ that awful hand-writing at which so many counte
the indefatigable, unrelaxed effort to lay up Christ our God, andfrom your Bishop, and from
nances have changed.—It needs no Daniel to read it or
treasures on the earth. This is our prominent the commands of the Apostles. He that is
give the interpretation thereof----It is a lesson for the na
character at home and abroad. Good men seem , within the altar is pure. But he that is without
tion. Let the nation read and learn, that “except the to have but little compunction for this spirit,
is not pure. That is, he that doeth any thing
Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain.”
though it stands out in bold relief before the
Tyre was ajoyous city, the crowning city, whose merchants world. But has not a conviction of this truth without the Bishop and the Presbyters and the
were princes, whose traffickers were the honorable of the earth. flashed upon their minds from the occurrences Deacons, is not pure in his conscience.
(Is. xxiii.) She was situated at the entry of the sea, her bor of the past week? I have no doubt it has led
Abstain from those evil herbs, which Jesus
ders were in the midst of the seas, the buiblers had perfected them to confess the sin before God. Our grow
Christ cultivates not, since they are not planted
her beauty—the cedars of Lebanon made masts for her ships— ing wealth has been our snare; and we have by the Father. Not that I have found any diof the oaks of Bashan did they make her oars—fine linen seen the proud Babel, like the gourd of the i vision among you, but purity from ali defilewith, broidered work from Egypt was spread forth to be her prophet, come up in a night, and wither in a . ment. For as many as are of God, and of Je
sail—blue and purple covered her—the inhabitants of Zidon. night. And can the voice of this providence be sus Christ, are also with their Bishop. And as
and of Arvatl were her mariners; her own wise men were misinterpreted? Does it not say to us, you many as shall with repentance return into the
her pilots—all the ships of the sea with their mariners were have thought too much of earth; you have pur unity of the Church, even these also shall be
in her to occupy her merchandize,—the traffickers of all na sued earth too eagerly; you have gloried in the servants of God, that they may live aceoidtions were her merchants in all sorts of things, in blue earth: and that though it makes you neither holy ing to Jesus Christ. Be not deceived, my
clothes and broidered work and in chests of rich apparel, nor happy, and can last but a little while. Is brethren: if any one follows him that makes a
not the allegation true, and must we not plead schism (in the Church) he shall not inherit the
bound with cords and. made of cedar.—The ships of Tarchisli did sing of her in her market, and she was replenished guilty to the charge? Where is there a com kingdom of God. If any one walks after any
munity whose attention is more absorbed and other opinion, he agrees not with the passion (of
and made very glorious in the midst of the seas—
whose mind is more engrossed on earth than Christ.)
But thus said the Lord God: “Because thine heart is
our own? Good men scarcely know to what ex
lifted up, and thou hast said, I am a god, I sit in the seat
tent their hearts have been swallowed up to th's
I cried, whilst I was among you, I spake with
of God, in the midst of the seas. By thy great wisdom all-ingulphing vortex. By day and by night,
and by thy trajficl; hast thou increased thy riches, and thine at home and abroad, their minds have been per a loud voice, give ear to the Bishop, and^tfthe
heart is lifted up because of thy riches ;—thou hast defiled petually recurring to their plans of gain and Presbytery and to the Deacons. And some sup
thy sanctuaries by the multitude of thine iniquities, by the worldly aggrandizement, nor have they been pose that I spake this, as knowing before the
separation of some. But He is n.y witness, hr
iniquity of thy traffick; therefore will I bring forth a fire always diverted from them even at the calls of
whose sake I am in bonds, that I Know nothing
from the midst of thee, it shall devour thee, and I will bring piety and devotion. There are not a few in our
from anv man. But the Spirit spake, saying on
thee to ashes upon the earth in the sight of ad them that be community who have developed mind and tal
this wise; do nothing without the Bishop; keep
hold thee.—Ad they that know thee among the people shall ent enough in the pursuit of wealth, to have your bodies as the temples of God : love unity :
be astonished at thee.—Thou shalt be a terror, and never \ governed an empire, or to have traversed the flee divisions : be the followers of Christ, as he
shalt thou be any more.—Ezek. xxvii. & viii,
most extensive fields of learning and science.was of his Father.
Where now is Tyre? You see there “nothing but a They ponder the signs of the times; they watch
mere Babel of broken walls, pillars and vaults, &c. “ It the wind and the waves; they investigate the
See that ye all follow your Bishop, as Jesus
is a rock whereon fishers dry their nets.” Its present in policv’of governments, and scrutinize the genius,
Christ the Father : and the Presbytery, as the
habitants are only, a few poor wretches,, harboring them disposition and character of men for one great
Apostles : and reverence the Deacons as the
selves in the vaults, and subsisting chiefly upon fishing, who object and one alone. They lay themselves out
to
be
rich.
They
study
to
be
rich.
No
class
* And yet this same gentleman in his Letters on the
seem to he preserved in this place by Divine Providence,
of men are more industrious, more patient in Ministry, has written theseAvords “ That even the ‘Short
as a visible argument bow God hath fulfilled his word con
toil, more perseveiingly laborious from week to er Epistles’ of Ignatius are unworthy, of confidence as the
cerning Tyre.”
week, and from one year’s end to the other, "enuine works of the Father whose name they bear, is the
“ Hath God said, and shall he not do it ?
Is lie not a than the mercantile community of our own city. opinion of many of the ablest and best judges in the Pro
jealous God ? Can we make money our god and not be So far as my observation has been extended it testant world.’ p. 90 Y oich remark are his leaders to
believe? What is to be said of the candor and fairness ol
visited for these things? What he did once to Babylon is a rare thing to find merchants at leisure.— such a writer?
and Tyre and every where else where men went after Their pleasure, their domestic comforts, their
-f We are happy to learn that these Epistles have been
strange gods, can be not, and will be not repeat? What honor, their health, and their lives, I have not un- published in a tract form. A better tract could not be dis
are walls for bulwarks ; and mines for wealth • and laws for frequently seen consecrated to gain. Their tributed.— We hope soon to hear that it is circulating in
order, and hosts for strength; “when God ariseth to fixed and steady attention and their strong and Ohio.

NO. 13.

command of God. Let no one do any thing opou it, would De sufficient. In one small room
which belongs to the Church, separately from are two carpenter’s benches, and only two occu
the Bishop.
py themselves in that manner. Three of them
at one time happened to be bakers; and since
It is good to have due regard both to God then, the art has been handed down among
and to the Bishop. He that honors the Bishop, them, and they hake their own bread. They
shall he honored of God. But he that doeth find they have no time for work, and that it is
any thing without his knowledge, tninisteis unto not relaxation enough.
the Devil.
Lector.
One hundred and fourteen have gone out
from the Seminary. Portraits of all of them
From the Boston Recorder.
are suspended in the museum, done in India
ONCE HE PRAYED.
ink. Here are Korck, Gobat, Hiidner, Muller,
He had long lived without prayer. It had and so many others of whom we have so often
been a matter of little consequence to him that heard. During the twenty years since the ex
the most wieghty obligations hound him to com istence of the school, thirty-six have died of
mune with God: and that the known will of his those who had gone out. Of those who enter,
Maker touched no point with greater frequen a little more than one in six do not become mis
cy and earnestness than men’s duty to pray.— sionaries, by reason of want of talent, sickness,
Still he offered no prayer. The closet was an Sec. It being vacation, the young men whom I
unfreqened solitude. The family altar—there saw, were those who had but just entered__
Then personal appearance was every way as fa
was no such altar.
But he began to pray. There had been such vorable as that of the same class of young men
movements of a religious character around him just entered at one of our country academies*—
and within him, that at length his own voice was I he appearance of those who had graduated,
heard in prayer. I need not say it was a bless was that of men of meekness and resolution,
ed sound. The saints heard it and were glad. of natural talents of a high order. When we
The wicked heard and were filled with wonder see the amount of knowledge ordinarily pos
and alarm. Once he prayed. Is that the re sessed by those who enter, the length of time
cord now? Once! Has he ceased to pray?— they study, the limited range of studies that
We have looked for him and waited for him at they pursue, it is not necessary that I should
the place of social prayer; but he does not stop to show the difference of their degree of
come. We inquired of his family, and were an acquirements with those of our American Mis
sionaries.
'I here can be no doubt however,
swered, -truce lie prayed.”
Then he has done praying! Had we heard but that they are as well educated as those who
that lie had done breathing we should say, “He go out from England, except those who have
is dead." But he has dor.e praying. Then he been at their [Jniver.-,ities.
Dmed at the mission house, three verses of a
is dead. But he mingles with men—drives his
business—shines in the social circle. But still hymn were sung before we sat down to dinner
he is dead. When a man stops praying he dies. instead of a grace. Thanks were returned as
When he hade farewell to prayer, he drew the usual. The dinner was as simple as could be.
Pewter plates served for all. Soup, boiled meat
last breath of spiritual existence.
He has done praying. Mournful thought! and string beans, without any deseit; the wine
Had he ceased to breathe there would have was little more palatable than old cider from
been sadness. And ought there to be no sor the cask. During dinner at another time at
row now that he has ceased to pray? Would you the Missionary house, the repast was consum
have mourned over his dead body, and not over ed very rapidly, minerals were passed round the
the death of prayer—the end of religious char table as a matter of study. They treated me
acter and hope? Would it have pierced y„ur likeabrotber, asif I had always been oneof them,
heart to have heard his farewell to his family as if they felt an affection for me that had been
as his dissolution came? And is it not sad to growing for years. The Americans appear in
hear his farewell to prayer?
Europe to be growing very cold, reserved and
He has done with prayer. Then the silver distant. Nothing can exceed the warmheart
cord is loosed that bound him to the eternal edness, the frankness and the affection of these
Throne. He has done with God and Christ, European Christians.
and hope and heaven. He looks upward no
more.
THE THEATRE IN BOSTON.
Why lias he restrained prayer?
With a
Public sentiment has been demanding a moral
bleeding heart I asked him, lias God’s require reformation of the Theatre, for years. The old
ment lost its authority? Has he
Boston I heatre was shut up, and the Tremont,
built with the intention of having a “ respecta
------“no sins to wash away,
No tear to wipe, no good to crave,
ble” theatre, that “respectable” people might
No fear to quell, no soul to save?”
frequent without being ashamed of it. Last
Has God lost his worth or Christ his loveli year, Mr. Barry, the Manager, had his license
ness? Has lie gained all that can ever be gain gratis, in consideration ot closing his bar.__
ed by prayer? Has the man received its last I hat was well, so far as it went, and was ap
blessing, and has an end thus come to its value? proved. But it was not enough. Public senti
No. None of these were the reasons. He had ment demanded a still further reform. This
year, he changed the famous (Latin famosa,
none that he was not ashamed to mention.
Many months are gone. But he has not yet which has a peculiar meaning,) his famous
begun to pray. Mercies flow and judgments “ Third row” into boxes; so as to exclude that
cross his path. But still no prayer. Times Hies. peculiar class of “ ladies,” the famosas, who fre
Time ends. There is the awful judgment seat. quented it. The consequence was, that these
“ ladies,” whose fondness for the dranna seems
Now he prays, but Oh, that bitter prayer!
unconquerable, found their way into the boxes,
The wicked saw his Majesty severe,
“just gs any body would,” and an editor, who
And those who pierced him saw his face with clouds
has “a literary connection with the theatre,”
Of glory circled round, essential bright!
asserted that they mingled with the wives, sis
And to the rocks'and mountains called in vain
To hide them from the fierceness of his wrath!
ters and daughters of “ respectable" people,
sat near tliem, and touched them! This would
From the Boston Recorder.
not do. Mr. Barry closed his door against eve
ry “body,” not accompanied by a “gentleman.”
THE MISSION SCHOOL AT BASLE.
Of this mission school itself, I know not that This said editor then loudly exhorted the public
I can communicate any thing that is not already to attend. But the public would not go. Be
known by those interested in America. The sides those ladies and those who will not go un
following however are the notes of one who has less they do, there are not theatre-going peo
been on the ground. The Basle Missionary ple enough in Boston, visitors and all, to sup
Society support the school and it was expected port the house. And, so,—in the words of the
that the chief part of the pu ils would come from Morning Post, of last Saturday,
German Switzerland. There are now in the
“^^”“The proud consciousness” of having
school thirty nine, of whom seven only are from done “ a good act” in rendering all parts of the
Switzerland, and twenty are from the kingdom J remont Theatre equally respectable, was not
of Wurtemburg alone. Dr. Blumhardt himself enough to satisfy the worthy manager, as the
is from Wurtemburg, and two of their profes Atlas intimated it might be, without being paid
sors receiving their education at Tubingen.— for it; so the Third Row has again become the
Besides the Superintendent Dr. B. there are resort of goddesses more fair t han pure.— After
four professors and a professor of singing, which all we think th re was a great deal of affectation
of course occupies a prominent place in their in the clamor about them; their position is al
education.
most out of sight and hearing, and with the at
The students sleep in two halls: 16 in one, tendance of a good police, no annoyance will be
and 23 in another. They study together in the experienced in consequence of their return.”
So, here £ffds the attempt to reform the thea
same room; the average of lectures and recita
tions from the same pfflpit is about thirty hours tre in Boston. We verily believe that Barry
a week. fhoseyoung men who enter have gen has done his best to get a living by making the
erally, but a common school education. They ' theatre decent. But the thing is impossible.__
devote more attention to the languages and In the present state of the human race, it can
Theology than any thing else. Geography, not be.
We cannot but ask, what would become of
history or mathematics are little attended to.—
The course of education is from four to five 1 the theatre, if this race ot “ goddesses” should
years. Latin is studied hut not thoroughly.— ! become extinct? Is not Mr. Barry, and are
In Greek, the New Testament is the principal not all who derive any iifcome from the theatre,
book. In Hebrew, Genesis, some Psalms and under a constant temptation to keep up their
some Isaiah. Six are studying Arabic. All number? And is it proper for ladies who are
study English as being the Missionary language as “pure” as they are “ fair,” to countenance an
and because many must go to England to be institution, which depends for its existence on
passed as members of the church in England the patronage of those who are—otherwise ?——
so as to be received as missionaries of their so Boston Recorder.
cieties. English is spoken among them even
more than French.
THE THEATRE IN THE PRIMITIVE TIMES OF
There is a library of 700 works-, the larger por
THE CHURCH.
tion biographies, books of practical piety, mis
The theatre was looked upon as the devil’s
sionary publications, little of modern German property; and so he himself termed it, as we
theology, except the more spiritual writers.
learn from that famous story in Tertullian,
The students rise at five; breakfast at 7: stu where, speaking of a Christian woman, who
dy from 8 to 12; after that, it is a rule agreed went to the theatre and returned possessed with
to hv them^lves that none shall study or write, a devil, he says; “ The unclean spirit being ask
hut walk, mit, &c. All go to bed at ten, how ed by the exorcist, how he durst presume to
ever much desire they may have to sit up make such an attempt upon a believer, replied
confidently, that he had a right to her, because
later
As to work, they cannot he said to have much he found her upon his own ground.”—Extract
system. There is a small gymnasium at the end from Bingham, Vol.3. Bk. xi. c. x.p. 193.—
of the garden, used whenever any one has as Church Advocate.
inclination. The vegetable garden, well lined
A man should not praise his works, hut hi»
with flower-beds, is likewise cultivated by them:
but the time of one man constantly employed works should praise him.

the time struck my mind as a P™'rfu'
No!”
felt tempted to repine under the pressure of so not only of the soul’s immortality, but of he
To go into the garden and gather cherries
long continued and heavy a calamity? “ Not fact that thought once conceived can never die.
for the last three years," said he, “blessed be
without leave?”
The advocates of Episcopacy, as
Primi God for it,” the eye of faith sparkling and giv It may lie dormant, but is not dead, and js, per
“No.”
n
haps, capable of being called up again at any
“ To ride the kicking pony?
ing life to his pallid countenance whilehe made
tive order of the Church, maintain
“Indeed my Kate, you need not attempt to
the declaration; “ for I have learned from this Pei °have lXlym’ct with another instance of
confidence of truth, that Tiniot y a .
find out. Listen to me; if it pleases God that
though not called Bishops in the Scriptures, book in whom to believe! and though I am
this kind, not perhaps in itself so striking or
were not only called Apostles, “ »ugted wjth aware of my weakness and unworthiness, lam unusual as the'other, but nevertheless from its I live until you have completed yourseventeenth
far greater importance, were
u as persuaded that he will ‘not leave me nor for being expressed in beautiful poetry, calculated year, I will relate to you my ' temptation; if
__ listen to me, Katherine—I am taken from you
sake me.’ And so it is, that often when my lips to make a deeper impression on many minds.
P-" of
into the world of spirits before you attain the
were not ™in»ld to
and are closed with locked jaw, and I cannot speak
The following lines have lately been publish
S"M.-of^.comtli...., constitute to the glory of God, he enables me to sing his ed for the first time, and it appears from them beauty and incur the dangers of womanhood, I
praise in my heart.”
and the.statement which accompanied them, will leave you a written testimony that may
the characteristic distinction between a Bishop
This and much more did I bear during my | that their author, Mr. Thomas Moore, once warn you how to avoid the sorrows which have
^The^pposers of Episcopacy are accustomed first visit. And in my subsequent visits (for I heard a piece of music, set to words, sung by planted and watered the willows that are alrea
am not ashamed to say that often, for my own
dy growing over my early grave.”
to reply by alledging that Timothy and Titus benefit, have I been to the cottage of this afflict Mrs. Arkwright, with which he was much pleas
Kate did not quite understand what her sis
ed,
but
of
which
the
next
day
he
could
not
re

could not hove been Bishops in the Episcopal ed man), I generally found him with his Bible
ter meant, but she saw her eyes were filled
member
a
word,
notwithstanding
all
his
efforts
sense of the word, because they are expressly on his knees, and uniformly witnessed like re
with tears, and so she crept silently to her side,
called Evangelists. 2 Tim. iv-5. And Eusebius signation flowing from the blessing of God upon to recall the piece. Long after the whole was and looked up into her face and felt her heart
is quoted for the description of a primitive the constant perusal of his Holy Word. He recovered in a dream; and ever after that le re sad within her. A little time, and the sharp
Evangelist.
He was appointed “ to lay the died with “ a hope full of immortality,” and is membered every tone and word. But he has to
winds of an unusually cold spring sent (the
foundations of the faith in barbarous nations, to now gone to “ the rest which remaineth for the the story better than I can.
physician
said) poor Rachel Morrison to an
constitute them pastors, and having committed people of God.” And gladly would I sink in
They both were hush’d—the voice—the chords—
early grave. There was one who knew other
to them the cultivating of those new plantations, to the obscurity of the same cottage; gladly
I heard but.once the witching lay:
wise,—who knew that the iron had entered her
to pass on to other countries and nations.
And few the tones, and few the words,
even would I languish in the same chair! could
soul, and festered in its core, and that her body
My spell -bound memory brought away.
But this reply is rendered of no avail by the I but enjoy the same uninterrupted communing
was too delicate to withstand the struggles of
consideration that such an office was in no way with God, bealway3filled with the same “strong
Traces remembered here and there.
her mind. Her mother closed her eyes, and
Like echoes ot some broken strain ;
incompatible with that of a Bishop. limothy consolation,” and always behold with equally
sorrowed over her bier,—but not as one having
Links of a sweetness lost in air,
and Titus were Evangelists—but how does it
vivid perception sparkling before me the same
That nothing now could join again.
no hope, for her last blessed words were, “ I
follow from hence that they were not Bishops ?
celestial crown.
know that my Redeemer liveth!” There was
E’en these, too, ere the morning, fled;
For example, there has recently been sent by
What, I would ask, what but the heartfelt in
And though the charm still linger d on,
much mourning in the bereaved dwelling.—
the highest authority of the Episcopal Church fluence of the truths of religion, what but the
That o’er each sense her song had shed,
Kate was able to feel and to tell how truly she
in these States, an Evangelist into parts, which most decided faith in the promises of the Gos
The song itself was faded—gone !
missed —
answer in respect to the settled and regular^ad pel, could enable a man to sustain such a con
Gone, like the thoughts that once were ours,
But little Miriam soon forgot her troubles in
ministration of the word and ordinances of God tinuity of affliction, not merely with tranquility,
On Summer days, ere Youth had set,
to the state of the barbarous nations spoken of
the
excitement of black frocks and a crape
Thoughts
bright,
we
know,
as
Summer
flowers:
but with thankfulness? And what can convince
by Eusebius. It is his express business “ to
bonnet.
But what they were, we now forget!
an individual of the utility, the duty, of distri
lay the foundations of the faith and constitute
Years pass, as well as months: and when we
buting Bibles among the indigent, who does not
In vain with hints from other strains
pastors.” He is in the strictest sense an Evan
review them, we think they pass as quickly.—
I wooed this truant air to come,—
become persuaded by such an example as this;
gelist as Timothy and Titus are said to have
The retrospect of both is nearly the same;
As birds are taught on Eastern plains,
for all this poor man’s knowledge, and all his
been. But if the latter could not have been
To leave their wild and kindred home.
but the prospect, how different!
Katherine
internal comforts, were derived from the W’ord
Bishops because they were evangelists, certain
Morrison had completed her seventeenth year,
In vain :—the song that Sappho gave,
of
God.
ly he cannot be a Bishop. But how is this ?
In dying, to the mournful sea,
and was already arrived at the dangerous dis
It was a sublime thought of the most exquisite
We know by whom fie was elected, and by
Not muter slept beneath the wave,
tinction of being a belle and a beauty. She
of heathen poets, that “the highest link of na
Than this within my memory.
whom he was consecrated, and that, by univer
had almost ceased to remember that her sister,
ture's chain is attached to the foot of Jupiter’s
sal acknowledgment, he is a Bishop in the larg
At length, one morning, as I lay
whose once beautiful form was now part and
chair.” But how does this sink in point of su
In that half-waking mood, when dreams,
est meaningof the name.—Which then is wrong,
parcel of the earth wherein it lay, left a “writ
blimity
and
grandeur,
when
compared
with
the
Unwillingly
at
last
giveaway.
his title, or the anti-episcopal argument^ If he is
ten testimony” of her trials; that she laid open
simple declaration of our Lord, “ And I, if I be
To
the
full
truth
of
day-light
’
s
beams
a Bishop and yet an Evangelist, it is nothing
her heart’s feelings, hopes, and disappointments
lifted K/?, WILL DRAW ALL MEN UNTO Me!” He
A face,—the very face, methought,
against the episcopal dignity of Timothy and
for her advantage; that, to prevent her sister’s
has been lifted up: he is drawing all men unto
From wnich had breathed, as from a shrine
Titus to say that they were Evangelists.
tears, she had re-shed her own—for she had torn
him : and he calls upon those who have expe
Of
song
and
soul,
the
notes
I
sought,
—
And yet this Evangelist office is the common
Came with its music, close to mine—
afresh wounds which time had comparatively
rienced this spiritual attraction, to exert their
shelter undertwhich the deniers of Episcopacy
healed, and had again counted the drops of blood
And sung the long-lost measure o’er,—
are wont to find refuge from the arguments in individual and collective instrumentality in
Each note and word, with every tone
distilled from her lacerated heart. “My bless
its favor derived from the superior powers with bringing others within the sphere of the same
And look, that lent it life before,—
ed child!” said her mother, “ have you forgot
which Timothy and Titus were invested. They holy influence.- that when “he comes whose right
All perfect—all again my own !
ten poor Rachel’s legacy?—how she bequeath
it is to reign,” lie may find that his Word and
held them as Evangelists I
ed you the knowledge of her ‘temptation,’ that
Like
parted
souls,
when,
'mid
the
blest,
his
Spirit
have
prepared
all
hearts
for
his
re

Perhaps it may be objected to the above, that
They meet again, each widow’d sound,
your fate might not be as hers?”
ception.
Thro.igi.
V's '
bud wing'd in quest
the Evangelist, whom the Episcopal Church has
I entreat your indulgence while I make one
She laid a few leaves of paper upon her table,
Of its sweet mate, till all was found.
Recently sent into the]'destitute parts of our general observation, and will then sit down.—
fairly and plainly written; and Kate retrimmed
great West, does not answer to such as Timc- Let us, as Christians, elevate ourselves to the
Nor e’en in waking did the clue,
her lamp, and flung the garland from her brow
Thus strangely caught, escape again ;
thy and Titus, because he is not sent to heathen fortunes of the Christian church: and sedulous
that she might readTHE story of her dead sister.
For
never
lark
its
matin
knew
nations. But suppose heGvere sent to China, ly enter upon the duties to which her present
So well, as now I knew the strain.
“ A woman, Kate!—a young unmarried wo
would not the'parallel then be complete ? Now exaltation calls us. Age after age she exhibit
man’s trials are generally of the affections ;—
And oft when Memory’s wondrous spell
whether a messenger of the Churches, occupy ed a spectacle like that of the celebrated bush
trials of temper—trials of judgment—trials of
Is talk’d of in our tranquil oower,
ing the station of a Bishop has been sent to Chi which fixed the attention of Moses; ever burning
I sing this lady’s song, and tell
power—come afterwards; but a young girl’s
na, or only it is intended to send such an one, as but never consumed. For centuries she flourish
The vision of that morning hour.
trials are ofthe heart.
soon as Providence shall open the door, is a ed, though under the severest persecutions.—
“I hope you have not yet understood what it
I
confess
that
I
have
read
these
lines
over
matter of no importance to the question of
Then she languished : and during the long night and over again, and in the depth of my emo is to love: unless, indeed, you love what is lovely
compatibility between the office of Bishop and
of the dark ages, true religion was a mere spark
Evangelist. In either case, the proof would be tossed about in an ocean of corruption, and hu tions have forgotten the author and every thing —lovely not only for time but for eternity.—
else but the fact—that I would not wish to for The impression made on a young heart may be
perfect that, in the estimation of the“wholc
manly speaking, liable every moment to be bu get. When all this is made to bear upon the considered light: and yet, Katherine it is long
Episcopal Church in the United States, it is
ried and extinguished in the next wave. Till subject of religion and another world, what em —oh, how long!—before it wears out; I found
not only consistent with the office of a Bishop
lately the attitude of the church has been al phasis does it give to that declaration of God, it so. You know the pains my dear mother
that he should do the work of an Evangelist,
ways that of defence', and even within the me “ in the latter day ye shall consider it per ever took to impress upon us our religious du
but that it is especially appropriate and accord
mory of many of us, she was exposed to the fectly ! ’ Reflections I leave to other minds, ties, to teach us Christ all-in-all sufficient, and
ing to apostolic usage, that whatever is peculiar
rude attack of a host of assailants who exulting- for if the thought impresses others as it does to manifest our faith by our works. I fear me
in the office of an Evangelist should bejcomly anticipated her utter overthrow. “ I have me, they will feel like laying the paper down that I trusted too much to my own strength—
niitted so such an officer. Now what is the fact?
“gone” (said one of her antagonists) “through and spending a few moments in most serious that I thought too much of my own acquire
The House of Bishops have declared, and in
the Bible, like a man with an axe through a meditation.
ments. The pains bestowed on my education
Facts.
doing so they have only spoken the mind of the
forest felling the trees in his course, which will
made me superior to my companions, but not,
Church in general, that they earnestly hope
never
grow
again.
”
Vain
and
presumptuous
alas! superior to myself.—The remembrance of
that before another session of the General Con
vention, measures will have been taken for the boaster! Plants which “ the right hand of the THE TEMPTATION OF RACHEL MORRISON. your sister—of the once living reality of her
When we first glanced at the following tale, and at the who pens these lines—will before you read
complete organization of the mission to that Lord hath planted,” are not to be cut down with
an axe of human tempering. Thou hast perish
country, by placing a Bishop at its head.
source whence it came, the London New Monthly Maga tlieifr, have faded to an outlined vision. You
ed,
but
they
shall
endure,
yea,
and
doubtless
There is no weaker point in the whole at
zine, we did not expect in it anything 'available for our pa will remember a thin, pale girl, who loved flow
tempt to escape the scriptural argument for will endure, till “time shall be no longer.”
ges. The narration, however, is so well drawn up, and the ers and music, and for whom you gathered the
In the happy era in which we live, the church
Episcopacy, as an Apostolic institution, than
finest grapes; and the thought of her will bring
Every moral so good, that we have concluded to insert it. It
this singular plea of the Evangelist-office of has assumed the posture of attack.
teaches a touching lesson on a subject about which lessons back her last kiss—her white brow—her dead
where
our
holy
religion
is
gaining
fresh
triumphs,
Timothy and Titus.
hand, the never-to be-forgotten touch of death!
every where she is making new incursions into are not often given.
Memorandum.
—the tears—a mother’s precious tears!—and
the regions where Satan reigns and bringing
It was a clear, sunny September morning—
off his votaries subdued and rendered willing to bright and cheerful. Autumn was stealing, not then the funeral. Ay, my beloved sister, all
will be as a vision ; but we may learn wisdom
The following interesting extracts are from a speech of
prostrate themselves at the foot of the cross. In
ihc learned and excellent Olinthus Gregory, L.L.D. of suehja crisis let usgird on our armour for the onset striding over the landscape, and Rachel Morri from such.
son
looked
out
upon
a joyous picture as she sat
“I did think too highly of my acquirements
the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, Eng., at the and go forth with “ the sword of the Spirit,” to within the window of her father’s house.
and practised them more for the sake of display
Blackheath Bible Society. How beautiful the union of join that noble phalanx which may justly be
Her two younger sisters had spread a richly- than a desire to give pleasure. They attracted
deep attainments in science with eminent advancement in characterised as “ fair as the moon, bright as the fringed carpet beneath a verandah that was cur
holiness;—of unusual vigor of mind and character with sun, and,” to the enemy of souls, “terrible as an tained by clustering vines: the elder of them the attention of one who, possessed of much
beauty, much talent, and some—indeed many,
the meekness and simplicity of a little child at the feet of army with banners.”
had filled a basket with the rich clusters of the amiable qualities, was, nevertheless, deficient
Jesus, which so conspicuously appears in this large hearted
purple grape, and held it up, a double tempta in the great requisites for domestic—much less
Christian.
BISHOP RIDLEY.
tion to little Miriam and a bounding, beautiful Christian—happiness. For a time, we were as
More than twelve months ago, I went pursu
Very affectionate and truly beautiful is this greyhound, the pet and torment of the family. two gay butterflies sporting in the sunshine; I
ant to the request of a poor, but benevolent- excellent prelate’s apostrophe to his college, Kate Morrison, the tempter, would not, how learnt to see with his eyes, to hear with his ears,
hearted woman in my neighbourhood, to visit Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, just before his mar ever, suffer either of them to touch a single to feel his feelings, to live but in his presence ;
an indigent man deeply afflicted. On entering tyrdom.
grape until she had first presented the basket and yet I hardly knew it—was not that strange?
the cottage I found him alone, his wife having
“ Farewell, Pembroke Hall, of late my own to Rachel; indeed, her youthful sister loved —One of the mysteries of love; perpetually de
gone to procure him milk from a kind neigh college, my care, and my charge.— What case Rachel dearly,—and loved her the more, for
nying his influence with my lips—lying to my
bour. 1 was startled by the sight of a pale thou art in, God knoweth, I trow not well.— that the rose was fading from her cheek, and
own
heart—practising self-deception, but how
emaciated man, a living image of death, fasten Thou wast ever named, since I knew thee,which her lipsseldom smiled as was their custom in
ed upright in his chair by a ruda mechanism of is not thirty years ago, to be studious, well former times. I have often observed that the ever I might have succeeded in deceiving my
cords and belts hanging from the ceiling. He learned, and a great setter forth of Christ’s love of children increases with the illness of a self, I did not, could not, deceive him. He
was totally unable to move either hand or foot, Gospel, and of God’s true word. So I found friend or companion,—a beautiful illustration of knew his power, and while he loved me__ (Ah!
Kate, take my experience with you in the
having more than four years been entirely de thee, blessed be God, so I left thee, indeed. the disinterested nature of true love.
world, and remember that while twera talk of love
prived of the use of his limbs, yet the whole Woe is me for thee, my dear college, if thou
“ I here is a bunch, Rachel,—a bunch fit for
women foel it)—loved me—he believed well—
time suffering extreme anguish from swellings suffer thyself by any means to be brought from
a queen!
The doctor said you might eat yet endeavoured to laugh at my ‘amiable weak
at all his joints. As soon as I had recovered that trade. In thy orchard, (the walls, butts, grapes.”
nesses,’ ‘ early prejudices,’ ‘want of worldly
a little from my surprise at seeing so pitiable an and trees, if they could speak, would bear me
“ I hank you, dear Kate; they are very fine
object, I asked,—Are you left alone, my friend, witness) I learned without book, almost all St. indeed: hut you should not have tempted Miri knowledge.’ Such he termed, in honied words
m this deplorable situation? “ No, Sir,” re Paul’s Epistles, yea and ween the canonical*
woman s best and surest safeguard—her re
am and Nina with them.”
plied he; in a touchingly feeble tone of mild re
fuge—her hope—her shield and buckler. At
Epistles, save only the Apocalypse: of which
“T)h!” replied Kate, laughing, “ I love to
signation (nothing but his lips and his eyes
study, though in time a great part did depart tempt them—to teaze them a little ; it does them first I was alarmed—but he never wounded my
moving while he spake), “ I am not alone, for from me, yet the sweet scent thereof I trust I
eelmgs. Day by day, secure of my affections,
God is ivilh me.” On advancing, I soon discov shall carry to heaven with me,—the profit there good.”
fie became more careless in his expressions,
“ No, I do not think so,” said Rachel “I am
ered the secret of his striking declaration : for
of, I Uiink I have felt in all my life-time ever not fond of quoting from the Holy Scriptures though he gave me no reason to suppose that
his wife had left on his kness, propped with a after.”—Christian Remembrancer.
he was guilty of infidelity. I wanted the cour
on trivial occasions, but you must remember, we
cushion formed for the purpose; a Bible lyinv
age, and, in truth, the Christian knowledge to
pray not to be led into temptation; and, Kate, combat h.s assertions; and for a long time I
open at afovorite portion of the Psalms of David!
I‘or the Gambier Observer.
looking on the temptation with which you
I sat down by him, and conversed with him__
M E M O R Y— IM M O R T A L1T Y.
tempted your little sister and the pretty hound, IhJr nre. ryslel,t ;n’'1<!'' the b°l,c'almost the beOn ascertaining that he had but a small weekly
hef> that he did but jest! And awful as it was
Edltors’—Perhaps you will recollect makes me think____ ”
allowance certain, I inquired how the remainder
s ill it was a comfort—a coward's comfort truly
that there was published in the Observer, two
‘
‘
What,
sister?
”
of his wants were supplied. “ Why, Sir,” said
that has no truth for its foundation. My dear
Upon mine own.”
he “’tis true, as you say, seven shillings a or three years since, a remarkable instance of
mother,
too trembled while she prayed for my
memory
,
under
the
title
of
“
Imperishability
of
“ Yours, Rachel! I did not tempt vou with
week would never support us. But when it
r?r,P'fnHS; uUt my fdther bought ofthe spl^
Thought.
The case was that of an illiterate grapes?”
1
'? g°?e ' re’y upon the “ promise I found in
dor
the alliance, and rejoiced therein.
ind.vdual, unable to read or write, remember
” Grapes! ’ repeated Rachel Morrison, smilfrr
g*ven ^im, and his wa- ing and repeating, during a nervoiWever,sheets
I he time approached for our union, and
10ugh there was sadness in the smile__ the caKe, attention, and tenderness of my affi
"ever been disap- full of Hebrew, Greek and Latin, which she had
ten,p;a?°„‘n;i,h S'apes;-yet I have had my anced husband made me almost forget whafthTn
^ith^to
heard the master of the house, where she
_____
1 asked him if he ever was employed as a nursery maid, recite many
‘'» thi"k "PO" amid ,he ‘o„.
“Wl)at WaS“' tister?'’
♦ This was fully realized. The con. -k •
years before: and all this, though when in a
gratulations,
preparations, and the festiv
undemL„dtli1sy„,Xh-'’ y°“ are °ld C“0Ug'’ t0 that were to the
♦nt persons and societies, not onlyken/T’0? of difF<rcelebrate our marriage
als
bot furnished him with ,nany little comfort jOm want» state of health, not able to speak a word in
Every
remainder of his life. And at his death his’ dPurinS the either of these languages.
one,
too,
assured
me
how
certain
I
was
of
han
Jen “„2 “.±. e"“u8i’.
1 ’hall be
piness, and I endeavored to—yes I did hll P‘
frrent friends had money in hand, which went
?nd difThe case appeared well authenticated, and at seven next month
I ei-haps, sister, you were it- I gave myself up t„ thc Sxie^, IT"
defraying the expenses of a deeent funeral.
Ow*rds
tempted
to
tell
a
storyP'
* Gambier Observer, Vol. iii. p. .372.
unsanctified hope, and I fought
f an
“ No.
Nn.”
J
For the Gambier Observer
SCRAP ON EPISCOPACY.

co/nectea,

Sunday before our marriage, and we were
to take the sacrament together. He had agreed
with so much seeming pleasure that we should
do so, that I hailed it as a happy omen; and on
that memorable Sabbath morning entered aboft-..
er whose roses and jessamine had oeen twined
by his hands—which made them doubly dear to
me. It was a bright and balmy day—thespray,
were bending beneath the dew drops, and the
air was heavy with perfume; every thing Was
hushed and silent—even the song of the bird
was tempered in its sweetness; and I prayed—
oil! how fervently prayed, that I might—that
ice might together find ‘ the way, the truth and
the life.’
‘ I had escaped from the tumult of company
to commune with my own heart, and He, to
whom all hearts are open,’ knows, that I prayed
more for him than for myself. Suddenly, the
church bell sounded in my ear, and I rose to
attend its blessed summons. I was pushing
back the silver stars of a clustering jessamine
that curtained the arbor’s entrance, when I saw
the object of my prayer coming towards me;
perhaps I would not have drawn back had he
been alone, but an intimate friend, who was to
have been his bride’s-man, was with him, and I
shrank beneath the shade. As they approach,
ed, they laughed and talked together, and so
loudly that I heard what one of them would
have given worlds I never had heard.
“ ‘ The Sacrament will take up so much time,
that I cannot meet you as I intended.’ This
sentence attracted my attention ; though when
indeed did he speak that I was not attentive?
Oh, how I shuddered at what followed!
“ ‘Then, why do you go? Why submit to
what you despise ? I would not do it for any
woman upon earth !’
“ ‘I would do more than that for Rachel; but
when once away from this, she will get rid of
all her early prejudices, and become one ofthe
world ; her mind is comprehensive, and her love
for me will tend to teach her the superiority of
rational over formal religion.’
“ ‘ To have a preaching wife—to be obliged
to go to church, sing psalms on Sundays, and
take the sacrament once a month—a pretty
prospect of domestic felicity 1’
“ ‘ Psha—you do not suppose that my pre
sent life is a type of what is to come ? No, wo;
I do not intend to be canonized under the de
nomination of Saint Alfred, but it pleases her,
and believe me she is not half as bad as she
was. 1 remember when she would net read a
newspaper on Sunday!’
“ ‘ Is it possible!’
“ * Fact—upon my honor. Now she is gei
ting better and better;—I must tolerate the
mummery till we are married ; and then----“ Kate, Kate, I heard no more. A torrent
of bitterness overwhelmed me. The blessed
sacrament to be termed ‘ mummery—the man
for whom I lived and prayed to exult that my
religion was declining—to plan its destruction!
I do not ask you to pity me now, because my
transgressions have been pardoned—my race
run—my sorrows ceased their troubling—my
spirit found its rest!—but then, or rather when
restored to perfect consciousness, you would
have pitied me.
“ For weeks I could not leave my bed; thc
delirium of brain fever fora time spared me
woise agonies, but the Temptation was with me
still. I knew that Alfred’s attentions had been
unremitting—that he had watched over me—
they said he had prayed for me. Oh! to whom
was he to pray! his people were not my people
his God not my God. And yet I loved himloved him in my heart of hearts—prayed for
him; Kate, 1 pray for him still—at morn—at
midnight—by the way-side—and in secret; his
name is on my lips—on my lips!—in my heart!
My mother, though she knew by bitter expe
rience that two can never be as one, except in
the Lord—she almost wished me to perform my
contract—she feared that, though the spirit was
willing, the flesh was weak—and she talked of
the believing wife saving the unbelieving hus
band. It might be so; and had J married, be
lieving that he believed, 1 would have borne my
cross; but the film had been graciously remov
ed from mine eyes—he was an acknowledged
infdel, regarding the holy ordinances of religion
as mummeries. Could I look up to, select such
a one as my guide through life? My father
spurned me from him—talked of the lands
which I had lost—the station I had cast away?
My bride’s-maids mourned that their splendid
dresses could not be worn: and you, Kate, a
itrJe fairy’of five years old wept bitterly the loss
of cake. But oh! when he, the loved one pro
mised to be all I desired—said that I could
him from the destruction into which he would
surely plunge if I did r.ot share his name—then
came my worst temptation—then, then, I felt
how bitter it was to remember that he who had
deceived me once might repeat the deception!
They tell us we ought to forget the faults of
those we love: I found remembering their per
fections the most dangerous of the two.
“Enough! we parted. He said, ‘If his life,
if his opinions, became really religious, would
I marry him?’ I said, ‘ Yes.’ He went forth
again into the world, and he forgot me—I re
mained in my own home—I forgot not him. His
caieer has been thoughtless, brilliant, and extiavagant he has grown of the world, worldly1
while I have found rest, and peace, and hope,—
ain^ne,ie l°ng’ ere y°u have read these pagesf
shall have been made immortal. Oh, then, beov cd Katherine, let your prayer he, ‘ Let me
not be led into temptation;’ for once being led
therein, by the vanities, the pleasures, or the
riches ot life, our escape is doubtful, and our
trial great.”
Bitterly did Katherine weep over the records
of a life winch was terminated before twenty
summers had stamped the perfection of beauty
on her brow; but I am happy to record, that
Kate was saved much misery by the wisdom she
gleaned from thc “Temptation of Rachel Mor
rison.”

A CONTRAST__ WESLEY AND NAPOLEt

Who was Wesley ? The hero of the Chi
tian Church—the means of saving millions fr
temporal suffering, and eternal thraldom—
man who wept for the sorrows of the universe
the man w ho bore in front the impressive mot
“ The World is my Parish !”
Who was Bonaparte? A European monstci
a blood-thirsty tyrant—an ambitious despol
doubts and Christian tcrrors; iVUXbe S thc cause of an ocean of tears from widows a
orphans—thc man who, to gratify self, hisg

hurled ruin at halt Europe—the man who in
scribed on his shield the arrogant boast,
“The World is my Empire!”
“ It is not easy to imagine any thing more
comprehensive than the polity, or more perfect
than the organization of the Wesleyan economy.
Its discipline and constitution form a stupen
dous monument of the genius of its author.—
They show him to have been born to leave an
indelible impress of himself, on after genera
tions. In this respect, Napoleon Bonaparte is
not worthy to be compared with him.
The
name of Napoleon, is indeed, imperishable.
But it is written on the annals of Europe, and
not on her institutions. His gigantic footsteps
were on the ocean sand ; and the waters have
closed upon them, and have swept away their
traces—even as it were the toyish architecture
of boyhood. The name of John Wesley lives
in the system which he founded. It is written
there, in characters which are expanding, and
becoming deeper, as that system spreads. He
was a mighty religious legislator. The foun
dations of his polity are broad and deep ; and
the spirit of internal discord must become po
tent indeed, before it can rend his superstruc
ture to pieces.’’—British Critic.
TO CHURCH-GOING SLEEPERS.

22?) It is perhaps a sufficient answer to this objection to
say that all the fruits of the spirit may be plausibly coun
terfeited singly but not collectively. Integrity—complete
ness—totality—this is an unfailing distinction of an influ
ence from above. It extends to the whole man, it touch
es every spring of action. The will is liberated, the reason
enlightened, the conscience strengthened, the heart cleans
ed, the body subdued and kept under. That man is fully
entitled to believe that he is led by the Spirit of God, who
discovers in his heart all the traits ascribed to his agency
in. Scripture—“love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance.” The “wisdom”
which he possesses he may believe to be from above, if in
deed it is “pure, peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated,
full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality and with
out hypocrisy.”
We do not mean to assert, however,'that this unfailing
combination and union of the several fruits of the Spirit
is the only thing by which they are actually different---They are different in kind as well as combination, from any
manifestations of mere nature. They are as unlike their
counterfeits as heaven is unlike earth. But this intrinsic
difference manifestly is not one which the world can appre
ciate, or indeed any, but those who know by experience
the things distinguished. Such persons have evidence for
themselves, but evidence Which can be applied no farther,
that “ZAaZ which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which
is horn of the spirit is spirit.” And though even they
cannot safely dispense for a moment with the considera
tion first mentioned, (tor as the senses need the interven
tion of the understanding to judge and rectify their inti
mations, so does the spiritual mind;) yet it is vastly desi
rable that if possible, they have another “witness in them
selves.”
The following extract from the diary of a Church of
England Divine, who lived some seventy years ago, seems
to recognize-the essential peculiarity anti infinite superiori
ty of “the fruits of the Spirit” above every thing that is
or can be, mistaken for them. We give it as food for re
flection.
“I have gone,” he observes, “through my church duties
this whole day, with the utmost ease, freedom and pleasure,
yet I have experienced nothing of that spiritual comfort
and joy, which I sometimes do. A demonstration this,
that they are prodigiouslyjvide of the mark, who think that
what believers know to be the joys of the Holy Ghost, are,
in fact, no other than certain pleasing sensations, arising
from a brisk circulation of the blood, and a lively flow of
the animal spirits. In this light the consolations of God
are considered by those who never experienced them. But
if what the regenerate declare to he the sweetness of divine
fellowship, is, in reality, no more than what the cold for
malist imagines, it will follow that every person, when in
full health, and spirits, actually enjoys this inward sweet
ness. But this is far from being the case. 1 myself am
witness, that spiritual comforts are sometimes highest, when
bodily health, strength, and spirits are at the lowest.
Whence I conclude, that the effusion of divine love is snperiorto, independent of, and distinct from, bodily health
strength and spirits. These may be where that is not, and
the reverse.”

It is a fortunate circumstance that 'Queen
Bess’ of England was not born a little later.—
She would have found as much as she could
well manage, in keeping awake the sleepy in
church, especially if she happened to reign in
America. The following was the foym of con
fession every man who slept in time of divine
service was expected to make. Some such re
gulation would be an excellent thing at the pre
sent day.
Decimo Martii) A confession to be made by
1595.
J John Aspland, of Witcham.
The said party shall upon Sunday, being the
4th day of June next commencing, come forth
of his seate in Witcham, aforesaid, into the
middle alleye there, ymmediately after the
reading the gospel, and there shall stand, and
withaloud voyce shall say andconfesse as follow
ed), viz ;
‘ Good neighbors, I acknowledge and confess
that I have offended Almighty God, and by my
evill example you all. for that 1 have used to
sleepe in the churche for which I am most hear
tily sorry, and I aske God and you all, most
heartily , forgiveness for the same, promising, by
God’s h^ip, never to offend hereafter in the like
againe.’
And at the doing hereof heeshall under the
hands of the ministerand churchwardens, there
personally certifie, together with these presents,
upon Monday, being the 22d day of July next,
at Trinity parish church in Ely, and then and
there receive such further order herein, as shall
be appointed.
John Aspland hath done the penance de
scribed, within the church, the date and year
Piqua, January 6th, 1836.
above written.
Messrs. Editors,—I wish, through the Observer, grate
Signed by us,
William Gill.
fully to acknowledge the receipt of a certificate of lifeJohn Allen,
| Churchwardens.
membership of the American Bible Society, as a token of
George Wright, J
TIIE CAREER OF CRIME.

A few years ago, as I was walking through
niv native village, on an errand in the dusk of
the evening, I saw’ two young men rush from a
shop, one pursuing the other. They were bro
thers. The oldest had a leathern strap in his
hand. He caught his brother, and after a se
vere struggle, in which many blows were given
and received, succeeded in throwing him down,
and severely whipping him with the strap. I
was then a child, and the scene produced an
impression upon my mind, which never will pass
away. This occurred about fifteen years ago.
Since that time, I have neither seen nor heard
from these two individuals, till a few days since
I read in a newspaper, that this very person,
who then whipt his brother, is sentenced to death
for the murder of his wife. The two events 1
could not but connect in my mind, though fif
teen years apart.
What a warning to parents to restrain the pas
sions of their children.
What a warning to children to avoid conten
tions, and to check the risings of anger.—Relig.
Magazine.
A PLAIN CASE.

We can have no idea of a perfect God who
has not a foreknowledge of all things. We can
have no idea of a moral and responsible being
who has not perfect liberty of actions and choice.
—Gospel Messenger.
Labour after sanctification to thy utmost: but
make not a Christ of it, to save thee. Christ’s
infinite satisfaction, not tbv sanctification, must
be thy justification before God.—Wilcox.

TH E O BS E R VE R.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13, 1830.

Erratum__ The incidents related in the last Observer
of Bishop Aylmer, should have been attributed to his son
Dr. Aylmer. We got the statement second hand, hut by
a reference to Strype’s Life of Bishop Aylmer, find we
were mistaken. At the time, we thought the facts hardly
to comport with the known character of Bishop Aylmer.
The son, however, appears to have been of a better and
more unexceptionable spirit than the father, and to have
Jived the life which alone we can expect to see terminating
in such a death-

Divine Influence__ This subject has recently occupied
the attention of writers in some of our leading Reviews,
their remarks being designed to prove the counterfeit char
acter of the pretensions of certain fanatics who have re
cently deluded the people in some small portions of our
country. The danger here is of mistaking a supernatural
influence for a natural affection. To obviate this danger
the position usually taken is that the former is not a mat
ter of direct consciousness, but that it is to be recognized
only by its fruits—“the fruits of the Spirit.”
But may not these fruits of the Spirit be ihemselves
counterfeited? Is there not a joy of mere earthly origin,
which fanatics and those who do not desetvc so harsh an ap
pellation, may mistake for that which comes from a different
and higher source? Is it not indeed a common error to
mistake a high flow of animal spirits, for the joy and peace
in believing, which God alone can bestow? And may not
“love” be mistaken in the same way, and “temperance
a Iso, and perhaps all the other characteristics of a divine
operation, on the soul mentioned by the Apostle,(Eph. 5

kind regard from the Parishioners of St. James’, Piqua,
and Trinity Church, Troy.
Yours in the best of bonds,
ALVAH GUION.

Notice.
The Stockholders of the Western Protestant Episcopal
Press are requested to meet at Gambier on the first Friday
of February next, at 10 o’clock P. M.
By order of the Executive Committee.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Ordination.—By the Bishop of this diocese, in St.
Paul’s Free Church, Brooklyn, Mr. Charles Jones, deacon.
Gospel Messenger.

From the Churchman.
OUR FRIENDS IN TIIE WEST.

now preaches, as a mission church, on the plan of those in
New- York.
On Friday afternoon we took steamboat again; and af
ter twelve at night were landed alone on the floating dock
at Madison, Indiana, which dock is some distance from the
town. I had fortunately brought a lantern, with some wax
candles; but before we could find the hotel the candle
burnt out, and we wandered alone up one street and down
another till we fairly tired. At length we heard a drunk
en man hammering at his door, who gave us directions
which would have puzzled Solomon himself; (poor fellow!
he was buried two days after.) However, we at last found
the hotel, and comfortable rooms and beds. On the next
morning, after breakfast, we were waited upon by Mr.
Lee, an Episcopalian from Maryland, and introduced
around to the several Episcopal families. Here in Madi
son, fifteen years ago, the Rev. Mr. Hall, late of Hemp
stead, tarried for awhile, and could have united almost all
in the Episcopal Church. Those favorable to it were the
most numerous in the town. Now the Methodists have two,
and the Presbyterians two churches; and some of the most
leading members among them were of the number of those
who were ready to unite as an Episcopal congregation.—
The prospects are still favorable; but how much has been
lost by delay. How comforting the thought that there is
good prospect now for congregations situated as they were,
and that these disappointments will in all probability hut
seldom occur again. Yet, after all, they must occur again
and again, if the missionary spirit which is kindled do not
spread with a rapidity equal to the increase of the popula
tion The several denominations, with great kindness of
feeling, offered their churches for the Sunday. The Bish
op preached morning and afternoon, and 1 at night. It
was a terrible rain, and the mud was deep, and the night
was dark; hut the congregations though not large, were
much better than we expected under such circumstances__
I think that a year’s time will see a church built here, and
a good congregation gathered. The Church people are
about ten families, and besides them many are favorably
disposed. The ability of the place may he shown by the
fact that the second Presbyterian church, just finished built
by the new School people, with its grounds and appurte
nances cost eight thousand dollars; which suin was nearly
met by the first sale of the pews, and will he completely
paid off when the balance of tin- pews are disposed of.—
From Madison the Bishop proceeded to Lawrenceburgh.
Mr. Lane, the member of Congress from that place, was
present in the steamboat, and took us when we had landed,
at two o’clock at night, immediately to his house, where
we remained’hospitably entertained till our departure.—
The Bishop preached here, and visited the Episcopalians,
of whom he found several. As near a large body of rich"
land—as a market town for much inland country.—as hav
ing prospects of considerable increase, and being within a
few miles of Aurora and Rising Sun, two thriving village
—the Bishop thought it a good place for a mission station.
On the 9th Nov. we arrived in Louisville, and visited NewAlbany and Jeffersonville. The Bishop preached four
times, and gave an account of our religious principles in
New Albany. I preached once there and twice in Jeffer
sonville. In both there were Church people; especially in
New Albany, which is a large town of 3700 people, and
very flourishing in business. It was a storm again on
Sunday, cold and snowing. Before the Bishop left NewAlbany, three persons came forward and pledged themselves
to give five hundred dollars apiece toward the new Church.
Mr. Birlow is expected here. They have agreed to raise
one hundred and fifty dollars for him the first year among
themselves. There are about four hundred dollars more
snbscribed for the building. The Rev. Mr. Lamon, of
Virginia, is expected daily at Madison. The Church at
i Louisville, opposite, is very prosperous, and our church is
doing well, 'l'hvy
n second church, and
have made two unsuccessful applications for clergymen
settled in the Eastern States. The Church missionary
will attend to New-Albany and Jeffersonville, which are
hut four miles apart. Last year at New-Albany, a lot
was purchased for the Church for two hundred and fifty
dollars. It is now worth from eight hundred to one thou
sand dollars. In a new country how easily might a church
be endowed. The roads now became so broken up as to
be almost impassable; and the cold made it neeessary to
hasten to St. Louis, so as not to he prevented by the ice.
Instead, therefore, of going to Indianapolis, the Bishop
and myself returned to Madison, where our trunks had
been left; spent a day there; tarried five hours at night pa
cing the floating dock waiting for the steamboat; return
ed to Louisville; the Bishop preached twice there; we
were detained here several days; our next Sunday was
spent on the Ohio in this boat, in which we have now been
five days. The Bishop preached in the morning in the
boat, and I in the afternoon. We arrived near the mouth
of the Ohio, and lo! the Mississippi is filled with ice, and
no boat can go up, and here we are going back. We shall
stop at Evansville, where are some Church people, and pro
bably work up our way on horseback to Vincennes and
Senehante; or, perhaps, may get stage onward to St. Lou
is; though it is said passages are engaged for the stages a
fortnight ahead, on account of the number seeking passage
who have been disappointed by the ice; or, perhaps the
weather may relax and the ice disappear. The roads are
desperate; and almost all the lines of stages through the
country have stopped running. I hardly know what we
shall do; hut probably we have hard times ahead. How
ever, the Bishop has made his calculations for such trou
bles and disappointments, and hears them as the Christian
should, with good heart and with the courage of faith__
May all he overruled to the extension of our Saviour’s
kingdom, and to saving of souls!
Your affectionate friend,
S. II. J.”

Our readers will share with us the pleasure of the fol
lowing communication from one who bids fair to become
in an eminent sense a useful laborer and devoted pioneer
of our Church. A letter from Bishop Kemper to the Ed
itor, under date of December 16, states his expectation of
spending Christmas at St. Louis.
Church in Canada.—The following letter, addressed
“ Wednesday night, Steamboat Flora, Ohio River, >
to the editor by a clergyman residing in Canada, throws so
near BvansviUe, Indiana, Dec 2, 1835. S
much light on the present state of things in that portion
My Df.au Fhund,—You of course wlsli to know every

thing that can be told you about the land through which I
am travelling, and the condition and prospects of the
church, and the means of doing good which present them
selves. And I know not that 1 can meet your wish bet
ter than by just narrating to you such circumstances of
my journey as they arise, and my impressions of men,
places, and things. After the missionary meeting at Phi
ladelphia, the Bishop and myself set out on Tuesday
morning, and on Saturday at dusk reached Pittsburgh.—
Here the Church is prosperous under the Pastoral care of
Dr. Upfold, who welcomed us most cordially. The Bish
op preached morning and afternoon, and I in the evening;
and an evening sermon on Monday was followed by a mis
sionary meeting, with addresses from the Bishop, myself,
and Dr. Upfold, and a collection of near $150. Dr. La
cey has a very prosperous female institution here, and is
building a new institute on a commanding and most beautifulsite, half a mile from Pittsburgh; and right adjoining
one of the neatest and prettiest churches in that region is
nearly finished, in which he means to preach and gather
together a new congregation. The building is of stone, of
Gothic character, and 1 was told was erected very consid
erably at the Doctor’s own expense, upon two lots present
ed by another individual. The Doctor’s health is not very
wood, and his activity impaired: but his interest in the
prosperity of our Zion is unabated; and the desire to do
more toward it than he could do by teaching has led to this
effort, which, I doubt not, will result in the addition of a
new and thriving congregation to our church. B.v the way
it is oftentimes a much l etter plan to form a second con
gregation in a flourishing town, than to go to much expense
in altering and enlarging the first church which has been
erected. It creates more interest, and calls forth more ex
ertion, and by bringing the means of worship within the
reach of the scattered population, induces many more not
to forsake the assembling of themselves together, than oth
erwise would do so. It is in this way the other denomina
tions act, and they find themselves more than repaid the
risk of expense. We find the first Presbyterian, and the
second, and the third, in some places, where we have been
content with a crowded church, and not in the centre ot
the population, for years; and in the meanwhile have only
added some pews around the chancel, and then put up a
gallery, and then pieced the building; and last of all, per
haps, have pulled down a good available church to put up
another, one-third larger.
From Pittsburgh we took passage in the steamboat Lady
Marshall to Cincinnati, on Tuesday morning, November
10, and arrived there on Friday morning the 13th. Here
we called upon Mr. Haight, who immediately attached
himself to the Bishop, and carried him to the house of the
other rector, the Rev. Mr. Brooke, and to such other places
as the brief time allowed. Mr. Haight is, as you may well
suppose, very much beloved here, and held in high regard.
And the same is true of Mr. Brooke; so that the church
here is very prosperous, and increasing beyond any former
period. The church in which the latter preaches is very
beautiful and costly; more so, I rather think, than any
church west of the Alleghanies, with the exception of the
Roman cathedral in St. Louis. Mr. Haight has a new
church nearly completed; it has six large pillars in front;
it is of brick, to be covered with cement. There is talk,
also, of appropriating the church in which Mr. Haight,

I

of the Church, that we cannot resist the temptation to make

it public. The writer is of course to be understood as
giving his private views; how far such sentiments are gen
erally prevalent we do not know; we merely infer that the
Church is in an unsettled state and that changes are impen
ding. May they he for the better.
‘ 1 behold with joy and thanksgiving, in common with
my fellow Churchmen, the beauty of holiness and concord
which reigns within your pale. Our Church founded as
it is on the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself be
ing the chief corner-stone, cannot but stand firm in all
ages and in every clime. You have in the United States
God only for your strength, and in him you trust for sup
port,—therefore you must prosper in building up Zion’s
walls. Here, unfortunately, we arc laboring under many
disadvantages, the people, in general, have little concern for
their immortal souls. The clergy, with some exceptions,
are indolent, and the Church is shackled by the powers be
yond sea, who must be ignorant of our wants, and indif
ferent to our prosperity, so that the whole body is sick and
the heart faint. 'I he Church is deprived of the energy it
would possess as an independent body, exercising all the
powers of self-government. Withdrawing a part of the sup
plies, roused them from their dangerous slumber. Some
thing must be done! they all exclaim. Still we are in
statu quo, or are rather on the decline. They were di
rected by the diocesan to their congregations for support.
The Episcopal congregations being small, are unable to
make great provision for the clergy. Both clergy and peo
ple expected the bountiful hand of Englishmen would nev
er refuse any of their unjust demands. But they have
been completely undeceived, and have been left almost en
tirely to their own resources, which, God knows, are slen
der. Some few of the clergy seeing the deplorable state
of affairs, met and proposed to the Bishop a Convention,
similar in some respects to those in the United States, in
order that the wants of the Church might be exposed, can
vassed and remedied. This attempt failed; for alas! we
shall never be so happy asto possess even a shadow of your
incomparable institutions, whether in Church or State.—
It is absolutely necessary for the ecclesiastical authorities
to grant us a free constitution in the Church, or the Epis
copal Church must resign its pretensions in Canada to oth
er sects more liberal than it. Presbyterianism, since the
organization of their republican polity, is making rapid
strides; Methodism with its popular conferences makes
converts; Episcopacy a lone with its despotic government
remains in the hack ground.’—Churchman.
The Chinese Mission.—We copy from the Richmond
Telegraph, the following extract of a letter from the Rev.
Mr. Tracy, missionary of the American Board at Singa
pore, to the Rev. Win. S. Plumer, of that city. It is da
ted Singapore, Aug. 5.
Last Sabbath eve, Br. Parker and myself invited some
Chinese, whom we knew, or supposed, favorably impressed,
with respect to our mission, to meet for religious conversa
tion, and with the special object of ascertaining whether
any among them wish to receive baptism. Ten Chinese
were present. Two of them have been pious for some
time, the remaining eight declared their belief in one only
true God, and Jesus, the only Saviour of the soul, and ex
pressed a wish to receive Christian baptism. The next
morning 1 found another, who did the same. Last even

ing we conversed particularly with one of them, a man
about forty years old. He first became known to Br. Par
ker as a patient. On perceiving that the Doctor felt some
solicitude about the termination of his disease, he said, “ 1
am not afraid ; I believe in Jesus.” Br. I’, inquired who
told him about Jesus. He said, “No man told me; I saw
that book, I read it, and believed.” We found, on inqui
ry, last evening, that he had never yet seen a whole Bible
or even a New Testament. He is, of course, ignorant on
many points, hut possesses a very good degree of Christian
knowledge, considering the circumstances in which lie has
been placed. He seems to he sincere, and we hope he is a
child of God. . The book’ was probably given him by some
missionary, who went away without knowing whether the
seed fell by the ivay-side, or on good ground. This bids
us go on, and give the truth of God to the people, and
trust that he will cause us or others, to see it after many
days. This evening went down to converse with another
of the seven candidates for baptism. He formerly lived
with Mr. Tomlin, English Missionary, and with Mr. Abeel.
He says, when Mr. A. tried to persuade him to be a Chris
tian, lie “would not hear; Afterwards, some Chinese near
him being seized for theft, and chained and imprisoned, he
thought it might be so with him, that it was the safer way
to be a Christian now, and forsake all his sins: and has
since wished to be baptized. He was asked, among other
questions, whether he would not worship the gods' of his
countrymen, and leave the doctrines of Christ, if some one
would give him a good salary. “No,” he replied, “I
would rather have only food, and clothes to wear, and fol
low the doctrines of Jesus.” Now, my dear brother, if
you can meet with people who doubt the usefulness of tracts,
point them to that man who “saw that hook, and believed,”
and if you meet with those who think that labors among
the Chinese are unsuccessful and vain, tell them ot the
fruits of Br. Abeel’s labors, which begin to appear, after
years waiting. There is only one fellow-laborer here now,
and he will, probably, leave in less than a month. We
have ninety or more patients to attend to every morning,
at the Dispensary, printing in Chinese, Bugis, and Malay,
on hand; two schools to superintend; several children
pleading to be received into our family, and instructed; the
language to study, &c. O for help, work enough, good
work, God’s blessing attending it too; hut none hut my
little self to do it. Tell young mens nations wait for them,
hasten and come, in numbers. Some nations have not yet
seen the Bible in their language. Who will come and trans
late it? who? I know enough Chinese to go through the
streets, and preach Jesus, the Saviour, from house to house;
if I had time, I would do it, hut cannot till help comes.
Yours in Christian love,
I. Tracy.
I’. S. Tell Christians, keep on praying, pray mightily in
faith, and humility, and penitence for neglected duty to the
heathen. —New York Observer.

SUMMARY.
The Militia.—The President and Secretary of War are
with us,—at least on the most important; points. The
Secretary of War would have the adult male population
above the age of twenty-oue years, (of course excluding mi
nors) and under forty-five, divided into classes, all to be or
ganized, hut the youngest class only subject to instruction
and preparation for service; and the President suggests
that the expense ought to be borne by the General Govern
ment, instead of being thrown, as now, with such severe
pressure in many cases, upon individual citizens. The Sec
retary says it is in vain to expect ANY beneficial ef
fects to Ihemselves or their country from the present system
of training the militia. Since the adoption of the Constitution, a revision of the system has been recommended to
Congress, by the different Presidents, no less than thirtyone times. Why cling so pertinaciously to the present ex
pensive, vexatious, demoralizing, and utterly inefficient and
useless system ?— Vermont Chron,

Heroic Deed.—The following is from the Evening Star:
“I have just heard (through a friend) of a very gallant and
heroic deed, performed by a young gentleman during the
late awful conflagration, and think it is hut justice to him,
that it should ht made known. Passing alon«r one of the
streets, then a prey to the devouring element, his ears were
assailed with the agonizing cries of a female, to whom he
immediately rushed, and on hearing from her that her on
ly child, an infant, was then in the upper part of a house
already in flames, and would inevitably he burnt up, if some
one did not instantly fly to its rescue, he forced his way up
stairs, notwithstanding the repeated warning of the fire
men, and other spectators, that he would inevitably perish
in the attempt, and there found the innocent in bed, who
unconscious of its danger, was playing with its little hands,
pleased, no doubt, at the brilliancy of the scene, (for the
room itself was then on fire!, He seized it and happily
succeeded in effecting his escape) restored it to the embra-,
ces of its almost distracted mother.
A space of between thirty and forty acres of ground
which was covered with the noblest mercantile houses in the
Union, full of life and activity, and riches, presents but
one promiscuous heap of mouldering ruins—piles of brick
and mortar—smoking timbers—masses of crumbling walls
and broken columns—mingled with fragments, and piles of
scorched and now worthless goods, in<such quantities as to
make the heart sad indeed--- New- York Christian Intelli
gencer.
The fire has been exceedingly fatal to the fire proof
iron chests. We have-not heard of an instance in which
books or papers contained in them have been saved without
injury.
Among the ruins of the Exchange, the Jersey Little
Falls Company dugj out their iron chest, containg 23,000
dollars in hills—all secure.
A letter dated Utica, Dec. 26th, says in a postscript,—
“Cold day here. Thermometer this morning 15 degrees be
low Zero, noon 10 below, to- night 20 below, and good
sleighing.”
The Rev. Mr. Higbee, of the Episcopal Church, has
been elected chaplain of the Senate, and the Rev. Mr.
Stockton, of the Methodist Church, Chaplain of the house
of Representatives. Mr. Stockton was opposed by the
Rev. Mr. Comstock, who, it will be recollected, is the
gentleman who favored the world some months ago with
an expose of the “domestic relations” of Col. Johnson._
He was very near getting his reward in the Chaplaincy of
the House.
Gen. Cos, the brother-in-law of Santa Anna, and the
commander-in-chief of the Mexican Army, operafting
against Texas, is only 22 years old, and is highly esteemed
as a brave and honorable man, even by the people of Texas
There are in Boston, twenty-nine Insurance Offices, with
a total capital of eight million five hundred and fifty thou
sand dollars.
To relieve the sufferers by the great fire the United
States Bank has agreed to loan §2,000,000 to the Fire
Insurance Companies, receivings transfer of mortgages
to the same amount. The local Banks, will also, with
out doubt, act on a scale of liberality suited to the occa
sion.
Within the last year, type' to the amount of §100,000
has been destroyed by fire in this city.

Colonization Society.—The nineteenth Annual Meeting
of the Colonization Society, was held at Washington, on
Tuesday evening the 15th inst. in the Hall of the House of i
Representatives. Delegates from several Auxiliary Socie
ties were present.
The Report of the managers gave a very satisfactory ac
count of the progress of the Society, and announced their
expectations that their debt would he extinguished in the
course of another year.—New York Christian Intelligencer.
The Standard, at South Hanover, is to be enlarged, and
its name changed to that of Western Presbyterian.
The Rev. F. H. Cuming, Secretary of the General
Sunday School Union, has reported the sum of §926 05,
collected by him in seven congregations in Virginia and the
District of Columbia.
Staunton, Va. Dec. 10.—The manumitted slaves of the
late Gen. Blackburn, of Bath county, upwards of forty in
number, passed through this place on Sunday last, on their
way to Norfolk, to embark for Liberia__ Western Christian
Advocate.
We learn that Roger B. Taney, of Maryland was on
Monday last nominated to be Chief Justice of the United
States, and Philip P. Barbour, of Virginia, to be an Asso
ciate Judge of the Supreme Court.
Some days ago Powhatan Ellis, now District Judge of
the United States, for the District of Mississippi, was
nominated to be Charge d’ Affaires of the United States to
Mexico.
Neither of these nominations has yet been acted upon.—
Nat. Intel.
A smart shock of an earthquake was felt near Frederickston, Nova Scotia, on the 30th November. It extend
ed fifteen miles up the Rennes river.

During 1834 there were imported into Russia, 300,000
volumes in foreign languages, which is 20,000 more than
in 1833. There were published 728 national works, and
116 translations exclusive of 48 periodical journals. In
these publications are not included 113,200 copies of dif
ferent books for instruction. In 1834 there were founded
94 establishments for education, including the University
of St. Wladimir, at Kiew.
The Bishop of Winchester, in his recent visitation of the
Channel Islands, passed a high eulogy on the present state
of Elizabeth College, in Guernsey, and was pleased to pre
sent that institution with an annual prize of £5 in books to
the best theologian in the highest class.
On Wednesday, the day preceding the great fire in this
city, the mercury at Wenham, Mass., fell to twenty-four de
grees below zero"; at Boston, 10 below zero; at Dorchester,
Lower Mills. 21 below; at Salem, 16 below.
Terrific--- Thermometer at Windsor, Vt., Dec. 15th at
noon, 14° below zero—at a fair exposure.—F. Chronicle.
I he Maryland Whig Convention, which met last week,
nominated unanimously Wm. H. Harrison and John Ty
ler, as candidates for the Presidency and Vice Presidency
of the U. S. They also framed an Electorial ticket.
The States Right party in the Legislature of Georgia
has nominated Judge White, as President, and Philip P.
B.irhour as Vice President.—Political Arena.
Destructive Fires—The recent devastation by fire at New
York is said to he greater than has occurred since the con
flagration of Moscow. It is probably the greatest that lias
occurred by accident since the great fire in London of
1666. By this conflagration, which began on the second
of September, 89 churches, 13,200 dwelling houses were
consumed; and 400 streets were completely swept by its
fury. The city gates Guildhall, numerous public struc
tures, hospitals, schools, libraries, and stately edifices were
destroyed—and an empty space was left of 436 acres, from
the Tower to the Temple Church, and from the north-east
gate along the city wall, to the Holhorn bridge. The de
struction of property was estimated at £10,000,000—
Within leks than live years after this dreadful devastation,
this portion of the city was almost entirely rebuilt in a far
superior style.
In 1764 a fire broke out in London, in Ratcliffe’s high
way, and consumed 700 houses. The destruction was far
less, we presume, than that by the late fire in New-York.
By the conflagration of Moscow, 2,175 stone edifices,
and 4,803 wooden buildings were destroyed. The entire
loss by the war and fire to Moscow was estimated at 331,000,000 rubles. After the recovery of the country the
Russians were so active in rebuilding Moscow, that in the
course of nine years it had risen in greater beauty than be
fore the conflagration.—Atlas.
Capt. Isley of the brig Leo, which arrived here on Mon
day last from Mantanzas states that news had just been re
ceived from Madeusa, (Cuba,) that an American and a
Spanish brig near that place had been captured by the
pirates in an open boat, and all on board murdered. The
authorities had sent a vessel in pursuit of them.
Texas.—It is certain that the Texian army under Aus
tin have blockaded San Antonio, where Cos is garrisoned,
and that the former has only about 1000 men and the lat
ter 1500. Victory must eventuate in favor of the Texonians.
On account of the Mexican Schooners licensed to cruize,
etc., on the coast of Texas, the temporary governors of
that place have granted letters of marque and reprisal to
five vessels—of which the San Felipe stands foremost in
action.
The Texians have also authorized Messrs. Allen, Walk
er, and Thorn, all now in this city, to raise a loan on mort
gage for Texas; and we have heard that one of those gen
tlemen is also empowered to charter and equip a schooner
to cruize on the coast of Texas with full powers of a Tex
ian revenue cutter; and armed also with letters of marque
and reprisal.
The emigrants from New Orleans, Natchitoches, etc., had
arrived, and enlisted in the army of Texas. The number
sent from the different States amounts now to about 600
men.—New Orleans Bee.
foreign.
Recent arrivals at New York bring London papers to
the 11th of November.
They confirm the general anticipation that Mr Barton
having failed to obtain a satisfactory reply to h is demand,
that the treaty of indemnity he carried into execution, had
demanded and received his passports.
Letters from France, by the Silvie de Grasse, state that
Mr. Barton had received his passports, but could not leave
France till the 16th, and probably not till the 24th No
vember. These letters also state that the French govern
ment had ordered a statement to be made out and fur
nished to them of the annual amount of the trade and
commerce between France and the United States.
The State Gazette of Denmark of the I5th, 16th, and
17th have reached us. At one ot the late sittings of the
States, a member made a proposition for emancipating the
slaves, in the West India Islands belonging to the King
dom, hut, as the Royal Commissioners announced that the
Government had taken measures to settle the relations be
tween the slaves and their owners, the proposition was withdrawn-

Arrivals from England and France have brought Lon
don and Paris papers to the evening of Saturday, Nov. 21st.
The London Morning herald of Nov. 19th, contains a
letter front its correspondent at Paris, which says:—“The
American question is, I may aver, in a train of satisfactory
adjustment. The British Government has offered its rnedi ■
ation between France and the United States.
It has
been accepted by the Cabinet of the Tuilleries which eveil
go so far as to offer to lodge the money in the hank of
England, or the British Treasury. The American Charge
d’Affaires has not yet left town, nor will lie until the 1st of
December; hut his going or staying, although connected
with the question, cannot influence it in the slightest de
gree.”
“We believe we are warranted in asserting,” says the
Paris National, “that orders have been issued for fitting out
naval force of fifteen ships, which will be under the com
mand of an Admiral and two Rear Admirals; and further
that the Budget for the Marine Department to he present
ed at the next session is now preparing upon the footing of
a war establishment.”
The opinion of the merchants of Havre, as to the actual
position of affairs between France and the United States,
is inferable from a single fact. Several merchants having
asked the Insurance Companies to name a premium against
war with America, the insurers named three per cent.
Between France and America, the Paris Temps think
that a regular war will .not take place. The two nations
will never he mad enough to compromise all their political
and commercial relations.
The cause of Don Carlos is now regarded at Paris as so
deplorable, that reports yvere, it is said, circulated that he
had made an offer to compromise with the Queen’s party,
and had solicited Louis Philip to act as mediator.
The Emperor of Russia is reported to have made a bar
barous speech to the deputies of the citizens of Warsaw
who had assembled to address him on his visit to that capi
tal. Both the French and English papers are filled with
indignation at the tone assumed by the Czar, and a war be
tween Russia and France is represented to be by no means
improbable. It is a topic which excited as much discus
sion in the French and English papers, as the American
question.--Aew- ForA Observer.
LIST OF LETTERS
Remaining in the Post Office at Gambier, Ohio, Janu
ary 1st, 1836, which, if not taken out before the first of
April next, will be sent to the General Post Office as dead
Letters.
Joseph Brown, W. W. Backus 3, Alfred Beedle, Ste
phen Cobb, J. D. Caldwell, Luke Douglass, J. T. Eaton,
A. L. Frazer, II. B. Green, Margaret Griffith 2, John
Henshaw, Henry Hull, Matthew Hogge, John Heno,
James Irvin, S. L. Johnson, Peter Lyharger, II. C. Mid
dleton, Caleb Martin, Joseph McMahon, Jerome McKinsie, S. T. Napper, Daniel Putnam, Thompson Purdy,
Jesse Todd, Aoram Vandeveer, Alplieus White.
Jan. 13—3t____________ A. CLARKE, A. P. M.

Dwelling House for Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale a con
venient frame Dwelling House built in 1834,
containing four comfortable rooms on the
ground floor, and three chambers above, with
a good cellar under the kitchen.
Said house is situated on Brookl.yn-street, near the
centre of the village, and is considered one of the most
desirable locations in Gambier.
A liberal credit will be given for a portion of the pur
chase money, and possession given on the first of April
ne;\‘- or
N. W. PUTNAM.
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POETRY.
From the New York Observer.

again,” will not some of the readers of the Visi
ter, who know a similar case, try the experiment
of persevering kindness.
S.

THI LANDING OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS.
BY MRS. HBB4S8.

The breaking waves dashed high
On a stern and rock-bound coast,
And the woods against a stormy sky,
Their giant branches tost;

From the Family Minstrel.
WHAT SHALL I BRING THEE, MOTHER.
“I require nothing of thee,” said a mother to her in
nocent son, when bidding him larewell, “hut that you
will bring me hack your present countenance.”—Lavater.

And the heavy night hung dark
The hills and waters o’er,
When a band of exiles moored their bark
On the wild New England shore.

What shall 1 bring thee, mother mine?
What shall I bring to thee?
Shall I bring thee jewels that burn and thine,
In the depths of the shadowy sea?

Not as the conqueror comes,
They, the true hearted came,
Not with the roll of the stirring drums,
And the trump that sings of fame;

Shall I bring the garland a hero wears,
By the wandering world entwined,
Whose leaves can cover a thousand cares,
And smile o’er a clouded mind?

Not as the flying come,
In silence and in fear,—
They shook the depths of the desert’s gloom
With their hymns of lofty cheer.

Shall I bring the deep and sacred store
Of knowledge, the high and free,
That thrills the heart on the hallow’d shores
Of classic Italy?

Amidst the storm they sang,
And the stars heard and the sea!
And the sounding aisles of the dim Woods rang
To the anthem of the free!

What are jewels, my boy, to me?
Thou art the gem I prize !
And the richest spot in that fearful sea,
Will be where thy vessel flies.

The ocean-eagle soared
From hi* nest by the white wave’s foam,
And the rocking pines of the forest roared—
This was their welcome home!

The wreath the hero loves, is won
By the lite-blood of the brave;
And his brow must lose ere it wear the crown,
The smile that mercy gave!

There were men with hoary hair,
Amidst that pilgrim-band—
Why had they coinc to wither there
Away from their childhood's land?
There was woman’s fearless eye,
Lit by her deep love’s truth;
There was manhood’s brow serenely high,
And the fiery heart of youth.

Dearly earn'd is the volume’s health,
That opes to the lamp at night;
While the fairer ray of hope and wealth
Goes out by u sickly light.
Bring me that innocent brow, my boy!
Bring me that sliadowless eye!
Bring me the tone of tender joy,
That breathes thy last “good bye!”

What sought they thus alar?

Florence.

Bright jewels of the mine?

The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?
_ They sought a faith’s pure shrine!
Av, call it holy ground
The soil where first they trod!
They have left unstained what there they found,
Freedom to worship God!

JUVENILE.
•

From the Sabbath School Visiter.
DIFFICULTIES overcome.

Ellen R„ for the first few Sabbaths she at
tended school, was very happy. She pleased
her teacher and learned so much of the Bible
that she could think of nothing else but her
school. “ O. how pleasant it is to attend a Sab
bath school; I wish all the girls would go,” said
she to herself, as she stood in the door.
Just before her, across the way, was the house
of an intemperate man, with its bioken door
and windows stuffed with hats and rags. She
thought of Angeline, the drunkard's daughter,
and immediately ran over to invite her to at
tend the Sabbath school. The mother and
daughter were alone.
Ellen told them how
pleasant the school was; and what kind teach
ers, interesting lessons and sweet singing they
had. “A.” said she, “you must go with me
next Sabbath.’’
“ I should like very much to go, but I can
not.”
“Why?”
“ O, I can’t read well enough to get the les
sons with girls of my age; and I shall be put
with little girls, and shall feel ashamed.”
“ O, I will help you every week to get your
lesson, and will ask to have you in my class.”
“ I never was in a meeting-house, and I
should not know where to go or what to do.”
“I will call for you, and show you the way,
and tell you what to do. You will not feel
afraid after you get there and see how pleasant
they all look.”
“You’re very good; but I'm sure I can't go.
I’m ashamed to tell you—but I have no clothes
fit to wear and no shoes.”
“Don’t be discouraged. I will ask the teach
er to give you a bonnet and frock.”
“ I shouldn’t like to go like a beggar dressed
in other people's clothes, with the girls pointing
and saying, “ That is Miss this one's old bon
net, and Miss that one’s old gown,' it would be
worse than staying at home.”
The mother then said she would like Ange
line to go, but feared her father would not allow
her to take the clothes.
Ellen was puzzled a little; hut quite deter
mined to get A. to the school. She hid them
good morning, and walked to the house of her
teacher, related the conversation and requested
her to visit Angeline, and do something for her.
The teacher complied and took with her some
suitable clothing. She found the father at home.
He received her very coldly; but did not abuse
her as she expected, lie scolded about the
clothes—did not wish his child to be a beggar.
“ But you need not tell that the clothes were
given her,” said the teacher; “ they were never
worn here and no one will know them.” She
then told him of the advantages of a Sabbath
school, and of the great wickedness of parents
who prevent their children from learning the
will of Gad. She told him his children would
learn to be more quiet and obedient. He was
not intoxicated, and listened to all the young
teacher said. After thinking some time, he
said, “Well, wife, what do you say?” “ lam
willing to have her go, and would like to have
the girl a little like other folks.” They then
promised she should attend the school. Ellen
went immediately with a question book for her;
hut found her entirely ignorant. She knew
nothing of her Saviour—nothing of the Bible__
and read so poorly that she could not learn five
verses in a day. Ellen did not give her up. hut,
instead of playing Saturday afternoon, she took
Angeline to her house, and read the lesson to
her, and patiently explained it without complaining at her many mistakes, i n repeating it after her.
A. continued to repeat the lesson till it was well
committed. Ellen assisted her young friend in
this way all summer without praise or reward.
No one knew it but her mother and teacher.
The Results. Angeline's father felt a lit
tle encouraged, because, he said, respectable
people noticed hisfamily. He drank le ss, and,
ustcad of beating his wife as he bad been accustome to do when she asked to go to church
nnnird^o tiT a nvw dress, and kindly accom
panied
her and
there.
• i /cOr
hi. family
go Ho
"ruK , 9
PJl‘,,,de
ofhis.on. has become I,,°"e
member of the Church.
y pious, and is a
His house is improved, the door
i i
new windows put in.
mendcd and
Some difficulties, it will be seen, have h
overcome m this case; and, as it is a cornel
maxim, that “ what has been done can be don?

TEMP E It A N C E.
From the Christian Intelligencer.
SIMULTANEOUS TEMPERANCE MEETING.

The last Tuesday in February has been re
commended by the American Temperance So
ciety, as a day for Simultaneous Temperance
Meetings throughout the United States. The
great benefits which have resulted from similar
meetings in years past, have led the Executive
Committee earnestly to desire that these meet
ings should be universally attended the present
year, throughout the United States; and through
out the world. And they would respectfully
invite the special attention of all the friends of
Temperance on that day; particularly to the
following things, viz;—
1. To the resolution which was adopted by
the Society at their last Annual Meeting, in
Boston, in May last, which is as follows:
“ As it has been proved by the experience of
thousands in this and other countries, of all ages
and conditions, and in all kinds of lawful busi
ness that abstinence from intoxicating drink is
not only sale but salutary; and as this is the on
ly course in which it can be rationally expect
ed that intemperate persons will ever be perma
nently reformed: and as the example and kind
moral influence of the temperate is the grand
means of leading the intemperate to adopt and
pursue a course so essential to their present and
future good, therefore
Resolved, That the more extensively and
universally this course is adopted by all friends
of temperance, the more rapid, in our view will
be the progress and the more complete the tri
umphs of the Temperance Reformation; and
the greater will be the prospect that drunken
ness and its evils will cease.”
2. To the facts which are stated in the last
Report of the American Temperance Society,
from p. 22 to p. 32, showing tins benefits of ab
stinence from the use as a beverage of all intoxi
cating drinks.
3. To the fact, that this Report, which is
viewed as one of the most important which the
Society has ever issued, can be furnished by
the thousand in a pamphlet form, at six cents a
copy by Seth Bliss* No. 5 Cornhill, Boston; or
by E. C. Delavan, Esq. of Albany, N. Y. print
ed on a single sheet with the Appendix, for $7
per thousand. Measures have been taken to
put a copy of it into every family in the State
of New York, and in various parts of this and
oth er countries; and the friends of temperance
universally are hereby respectfully and earnest
ly requested to take effectual measures, on the
day of Simultaneous Meetings, if it has not been
done before, to put a copy of it into every fam
ily. It may be done at the expense of only one
cent to a family, and would, as the Committee
believe, accomplish great good to mankind.
Editors of papers and periodicals, friendly to
the cause of temperance throughout the United
States, are requested to insert the above in their
publications, previous to the last Tuesday in
February, 1836, as many times as may be con
venient.
J. Edwards.
Cor. See. A m. Tem. Society.
FACTSON TEMPERANCE.

The friends of temperance are connected
with a cause on which God smiles. In 1826,
the American Temperance Society was formed
at Boston. Dr. Beecher’s celebrated sermons
on intemperance were deliverd in that same
year. At that time there were probably 400,000 drunkards in the United States, and between
three and four millions of persons drinking ar
dent spirits, and in the way to ruin; In 1824,
the quantity ofardent spirits imported into the
United Stages, amounted to 5,285,000 gallons.
In 1830, it was 1,195,000. In 1832, more than
1,500,000 people in the United States were ab
staining from the use of ardent spirits; and from
furnishing it for the use of others. There were
formed more than 4,000 temperance societies,
embracing more than 500,000 members; more
than 4,500 distilleries had been stopped; more
than 4,500 drunkards ceased to use it. Probably
mote than 20,000 persons are now sober, who,
had it not been for the temperance reformation,
would have b'ccn sots; and 20,000 families are
now in ease and comfort, with not a drunkard
in them, or one who is becoming a drunkard,
that would otherwise have been in poverty, or
cursed with a drunken inmate; and 500,000
children are saved from the dreadful influences
of drunken parents; and 200,000 from the pa
rental influence which tended to make them
drunkards. Ihese facts gathered from the late
reports of the American Temp. Society, show
that it has God’s special blessings. It stands
on a vantage ground it has never occupied be
fore. Demonstration of its utility has been so
forced upon the public, that men have ceased
10 r’dicule it, even where they hate it. Its suc-

to creep round upon him behind. The officer looked con.
stantly on the tiger, which continued to shrink from his
glance, but darting into the thicket, and again issuing forth
at a different quarter, it persevered for above an hour, fo
its attempt to catch him by surprise, till at last it fairly
^Tbe complaint is, “ Times are hard !” Why then make yielded the contest, and left the gentleman to pursue hi«
walk.
?,n harder still? A good man in had tunes will live pleasure
The direction he took, as may be easily believed, was
than a bad qnan in good times.
Tlie poor nian’s profit is to be found in his time. And straight to the tent, at double quick time.
lost time is never to be found again. Laziness travels
Invention Extra.—The New Vork Gazette gives an ac.
slow; but poverty soon overtakes it.
Industry will make a mail a purse, and frugality will count ol a newly patented btove, which is exhibited in that
give a string to it. This purse will cost him nothing---- citv ami which not only warms rooms, but does the cookThey that have it will only draw the strings as frugality di in<'>', with the consumption of scarcely any fuel whatever,
rects, and will always find a useful penny at the bottom of and at comparatively, no expense. The editor of the Gazette saw a beef steak cooked, and bread baked, of which
it.
....
The servants of industry are known by their livery, it he partook, and might have washed them down with a dish
is always whole and wholesome. Next look at the rag of tea made from water which was boiled at the same time,
ged slaves of laziness, and then ask, who serves the best and the whole was done by the slacking two cents worth of
lime-, and the lime was worth as much, after it was slacked
master.
...
They who provide you with cheap food, in a time of se for the purposes to which it is ordinarily applied as before.
vere want, request you above all things to remember that The application of heat, thus produced, to economical pur
the fear of God, in a poor man’s house is a little estate--- poses, is, certainly, ingenious and novel; but we doubt
INTEMPERANCE AMONG THE INDIANS.
Sinoino is an expensive trade; ask those that practice it.
whether it can be successfully introduced into common use.
The feat of God will make a man think well, and act
Political Arena.
The following paragraph front the I tesidents
well
;
and
when
he
needs
it,
God
will
provide
him
a
friend.
Message will meet with the unqualified appro
Did you ever find a sincere but poor Christian, a common
It has been calculated, by an engineer of eminence, that
bation of every friend of humanity:beggar?
every four-horse coach deposits twelve pounds of iron in
“ Summary authority has been given by law
every one hundred miles of ns jouiney, and that, conse
to destroy all ardent spirits found in their coun
The Power of Kindness. —How much is comprised quently, assuming the number ot such coaches passing dai
try without the doubtful result and slow process in the simple word kindness! One kind word, or even ly between London and Birmingham alone to be twenty,
of a legal seizure. I consider the absolute and mild look, will often times dispel thick gathering gloom the weight of iron deposited during every transit exceeds
250 lbs. These results, it is stated, are not conjectural,
unconditional interdiction of this article among from the countenance of an affectionate husband, or wile. but derived from investigations applied to the horse-shoe
When the temper is tried by some inconvenience or trifling
these people, as the first and great step in their vexation, and marks of displeasure are depicted upon the and the tire of the wheel in the first instance, previously
melioration. Half way measures will answer no countenance; and perhaps too, that most ‘unruly of all to use; and, in the second, after the wear and tear of the
purpose. These cannot successfully contend members’ is ready to vent its spleen upon the innocent hus road bad rendered them useless; and they have been found
against the cupidity of the seller, and the over band or wife, — what will a kind mien, a pleasant reply, ac it is added, as to every ton weight of iron so tried, nearly
complish? Almost, invariably perfect harmony and peace
powering appetite of the buyer. And the de are thus restored. These thoughts were suggested by the uniform.—Record.
structive effects of the traffic are marked on recollection of a little domestic incident, to which I was a
Aerial Travelling.—A New Idea.—In a lecture upon
every page of the history of our lodian inter silent, though not uninterested spectator. During the
summer months of 1834., I was spending several weeks anatomy and surgery, by Mr. Dermot, at the Medical
course.”
School, Soho, the lecturer, in speaking of the peculiar
We rejoice to find that the government, after with a happy married pair, who had tasted the good and construction of birds, thus alluded to the possibility of us.
ills of life together only a twelve month. Both possessed
slumbering a long while, have become awake many amiable qualities and were well calculated to promote ing wings as a new means o! travelling;—“Now it ap.
to the ills which intoxicating drinks originate each other’s happiness. My second visit to my friends was of pears to me only necessary for man to make himself speciDue cold fically lighter than
.. .... he is,1 which could
- . be
j done by
J his en-,
among the Indians on our frontiers—and have at a week’s duration, in the month of December. One
the husband returned home at his usual hour, at j velopmg h.msefm receptacles of hydrogen gas, which
length wisely and humanely resolved, to adopt evening
nine o’clock, expecting to find a warm fire for his recep- I could surround him as a sort of balloon jacket, if I may
efficient measures for putting a stop to this don, but instead, he found a cheerless, comfortless room— use the expression He could also, if necessary, ,n order
odious demoralizing and death-dealing vice of His first thought, no doubt, was, that it was owing to the to make the head the lighter part, perhaps have some
intemperance, among the Indians on our fron negligence of his wife—and under this impression, in a ra thing of the same sort attached immediately above tbe head
ther severe tone, he said, ‘ This is too bad-, to come home and adapted to it as a sort of'halloon cap. Then, I think
tiers.
wings, constructed of light materials and sufficiently large
Alcohol, which has been so lavishly distri from the office cold, and find no fire: I really should have under the muscular management of the arms, could be
thought
you
might
have
kept
it.'
1
sat
almost
breathless
—
buted among this degraded people, by traders trembling for the reply. I well knew it was no fault of rendered efficient. At least if he could not make his er
and unscrupulous agents who felt no interest in hers, for she had wasted nearly all the evening and almost rands of business in this way against the current, he could
their welfare—has been a poison to them in exhausted her patience, in attempting to kindle a fire. She take if he chose, his aerial excursions of pleasure.”—Pres
every point of view. It has destroyed their in a moment replied with great kindness, ‘Why my dear, byterian.
health, excited their most violent passions, par I wonder what is the matter with our stove! We must
have something done to-morrow, for I have spent a great
The Bowstring.—The Turkish bowstring, wYAch vs
alyzed their intellect—and prevented them from deal
of time in vain to make a fire.’ This was said in such
henefitting by the councils of wisdom and virtue. a mild, pleasant tone, that it had the most happy effect! — amazingly strong, is formed of untwisted silk, generally
white, bound together at intervals by threads of a different
Alcohol has been an exterminator to some of If she had replied at that moment when his feelings were colour. At either end is a large loop attached to tbe cen
the tribes—and has degraded others until they alive to supposed neglect, ‘I don’t know who is to blame; I tra portion of the cord by a very curious and intricate knot;
have done my part, and been freezing all the evening for tlie executioners slip their hands through this, and, having
have lost the semblance of human beings.
my pains. If the stove had been put as it should have
It is to be regretted that the “ white men,” been, all would have been well enough.’ This, said io an passed the string once round the victim’s neck, who is
placed on bis knees, they draw it in opposite directions
who claim to be superior in knowledge and unamiahle, peevish tone, might have added fuel to the (ire, with all their force, and thus produce death by strangula
goodness to the red man of the forest, and who and this little breeze might have led to serious consequen tion. Since the gradual decline of archery among the
hut fortunately her mild reply restored perfect sereni
Turks, the bowstring has also been falling into disuse; for
seek to add to their ill-gotten gains, by dealing ces;
The next day the stove was taken down, and the diffi the original catise of its being adopted as an instrument of
then- maddening drinKS among this oppressed ty,
culty, owing to some defect in the flue, was removed--- criminal punishment, was tlie readiness with which it could
people, could not be severely punished by the What will not a kind word accomplish ?—Microcosm.
be procured, when every man carried at his shoulder the
laws of the land, for this atrocious crime—the
weapon of which it formed a part.—Auldjo's Constantino,
offspring of ignorance or wickedness.—Boston
Voluntary Starvation. — Professor Huffland, in one pie.
Merc. Journal.
of his Journals, gives a most extraordinary case of a trades
man, who, impelled by. a succession of misfortune-, and
The population of Austria, divided into religious sects,
absolutely destitute of the means ot procuring food, retired is as follows:—500 Mabonfedans; 13,000 Armenians, 50,AN INTERESTING CASE,
.
to a sequestered spot in a forest, and there resolved to starve 000 Unitarians, 480,000 Jews, 1,190,000 Lutherans. 1,kard attending a temperanct
A drunkard
temperance meeting himself to death, fie put the determination in force,
in one of the cities in the S ate of New York, September 15, and was found on the 3d of October (18 660,000 members of other reformed churches, 3,040,000
members of the Greek Church, and 26,990,000 Catholics.
the speaker in his remarks took it for granted days) still living, although speechless, insensible, and re
[.FrencA paper.
the case of the drunkard was hopeless, that, he duced to the last stage of debility. A small quantity of
liquid was given him, after which he expired. By his side
must as a matter of course die a drunkard and was found a pocketbook and pencil, with which he had
Duration-or Theatres----Taking the number of thea
have a drunkard’s portion in another world.— contrived to keep a daily journal of his state and sufferings tres which have been built in Eun pe and America, and the
numbers
which have been destroyed by tire, &c. it appears
The poor inebriate returned home from the ! and in which he persevered till the 29th of September
that the average duration of the existence of a theatre is not
meeting, and in great agony of mind asked him He begins by giving an account of himself, and states that more than forty years.
he was a respectable tradesman, possessing good property,
self. “Am I indeed so lost—is my case hope of
which he had been deprived by misfortune and villainy,
less?” He called his son, a lad fourteen years and that he had come to the determination of starving him
TIocs in Harness. — A novelty was seen at St. Albans
of age, a id sa d, “here, my son, here are the self to death, not so much with the view of committing su the other day, which proves that pigs are not of such dol
keys of the spirit cupboard, your father in icide, as because he was unable to procure work, that lie tish materials as admit of no improvement. A man who
tends to give up the use of rum, and I charge had in vain offered himself as a soldier; and was too proud holds a small farm near St. Albans, made his entry into
,
.
,
.
t' pply to unfeeling relations. This note is dated on the the latter place, mounted on a small car drawn by fout
you, as you respect my authority, never to g.ve , lut,7;,lich day h(fhad employed in constructing a little large hogs. He "entered the town at a brisk trot, amidst
them to me, should I p]ead ever SO hard; or hut of bushes and leaves. On the 17th, he complains of the acclamations of hundreds, who were soon drawn to
even command them.” The son, with joy and suffering much from cold, and in his journal of the 18th, gether to « buess the uncommon spectacle. After making
hope for his poor father promised. The father’s he mentions having suffered from intolerable tiiirst, to ap the tour of tbe market place three or four times, lie went
which he had licked the dew from the surrounding into the Woolpack yard, had his swinish cattle unharnessed
period of longing came upon him—he went to pease
vegetables. On the 20th, he found a small piece of coin
taken into a stable together, where they were regaled
his son and begged for the keys—but he was and with great difficulty reached an inn, where he purcha and
with a trough full ot beans and wash. They remained
kindly, hut firmly refused, and reminded of his sed a bottle of beer The-beer failed, however, to quench about two hours, while he despatched tiis business as u<ual
resolutions. After some struggles of this kind his thirst, and his strength was so much reduced that he at the market, when they were put to the car and driven
the victory was won—the habit was broken.— took three hours to accomplish the distance, about two home again multitudes cheering him. This man it is said
miles. On the 22d, he discovered a spring of water, but
Fhe. father has. since been a sober man for sev- though tormented witli thirst, the agony which the cold has only had these animals under training six months. A
gentleman on tlie spot offered him £50 for the concern as
eral years, and rot two years a humble disciple ( water produced on his stomach excited vomiting and con- it stood, but it was indignantly refused.—Eng. paper..
of the Lord Jesus.— Christian Witness.
vulsions. The 23d made ten days since he had taken any
food but beer and a little water. During that time he had
Apple Jei.ly.—The apples are to be pared, quartered,
not slept at all. On the 26th, he complains of his feet the core completely removed, and put into a pot without
IT’S FOR FATHER.’
being dead, and of being distracted by thirst ; lie was too water, closely covered, and placed in an oven over the fire.
Eliza is a promising little scholar in my class 'v'eak2.° ?rawl t° thespring, and yet dreadfully susceptible When pretty well stewed the juice is to be squeezed out
n the Sabbath school. She had been absent l^^d™ n
I PL w tbe ‘*7 d‘y /•’" through a cloth, to which a little of the white of an egg is
___
...... I
........... :.1.-LI- which be made any memorandum
We regret that no dis- to be added, and then the sugar__ Skim it previous to boil
three Sabbaths rfrom
school,
and unavoidable section was made.— Winchester Republican.
ing; then reduce it to a proper consistency, and an excelcircumstances prevented my visiting her parents
lentjelly will he produced. — 'Yankee Farmer.
to ascertain the cause of her absence and that
Excerpts from Old Authors. — Errors on the right
of her two sisters.
siuv are errors still, and may in time prove as fatal as er
, I he .Rulinq Passion---- Notwithstanding the heavy ca
A few days ago, I was out quite early in the rors on the other, and are, in one respect at least, more lamity ill New York, the Theatres, as we perceive by ad
morning, and, on passing a grocery, saw my dangerous, as they are less attended to at first, or guarded vertisement, were opened the next night, and „ benefit for
against.
the Texian patriots was to be given.
little scholar coming from it with something in
Tile crowd repeats what the orator has said, and the auher hand which, as she saw me, she vainly endea tho'-"-rit; the clamor is echoed hack on ail sides, and these
vored to hide under her tattered garment.
THE OBSERVER
echoes, the reverse of all others, strengthen by repetition—
It was too plainly seen, a bottle of whisky ; liius the corrupt lead the blind, and tile blind lead one anIS -PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY AT THE
and it might a.so have been seen in the distress oth r; the still voice of reason is drowned in popular clam
WESTERN PROT. EPISCOPAL PRESS,
ed and confused looks of poor little Eliza, who or, and truth is overwhelmed by prejudice.
GAMBIER, OHIO.
1 he state which keeps its own particular interest consianlhad often heard me speak of the misery and sin ly in view, has one invariable rule to go by; and this rule
attached to the use of ardent spirits.
will direct and limit its proceedings in all affaits: so that TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,
such a state will trequenily tak- no share, and Irequentle a
am Two Pilars and Pifty Cents, if at the end of six
“What have you there ?” said I.
month-. No subscriptions received for a less term than
The tears started in her eyes as she said, in small snare, in tlie dispute of its neighbors, and will never
exert its whale strength, but when its whole is at stake.
oiie year. No papers discontinued until all arrearages
a faint tone—■“ It’s for father;” and again tried
T '■ Persians, after their great and extended conquests,
arc paid, except at the option of the publishers.
to find it a covering behind her scanty and desired Cyrus to give them leave to remove out of their
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued,
torn frock. Her feet were bare, though the own barren and mountainous country, into one more bless
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
morning was cold and her pinched looks and ed by the indulgence of Providence. But that great and
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
uncombed hair showed neglect and poverty. wise Prince, revolving die effect in his mind, bid them do
tion, othei wise, it will be considered anew engagement.
as they would; telling them at the same time, that for tbe
“ Why have you not been to school this long future they must not expect to command, but to obey; for *»* AH communications relative to this paper, mustbc
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knot
time, Eliza?” said I. “1 have missed you, and 1’iuvidence had ordered’it, that an effeminate r„ce of people
Co. Ohio
wondered at vour staying away.”
i Were the certain produce of a delicious country.
LIST OF AGENTS.
I
Indeed I had, for she often showed deep
-v'l)U,r*S’ *a to.wl1 ?n rialy, strong and wealthy, blessed
with
all
the
goods
of
fortune,
and
skilled
in
all
the
arts
ot
.................. Windsor,
Ohio
feeling, and something within frequently whis luxury and mse; which they carried to so great an excess, Col. HCBBAKD, ............................. Ashtabula,
u ’ wm A, *ANl-°Rn>............ Portsmouth,
pered to me—“ The Lord has thoughts of love that their very horses were taught to move and form them ftev
WM
.................. Columbus,
towards this child.”
selves as the music directed. Their constant enemies, the
n
ETAirY’ ..................... Sttuoenville,
people of Crotona, observing this, brought a great number tvEHRBUFT
“Mother would not let me,” said she.
.,jI'L,................................ Marietta,
ot harps and pipes into the fi. Id, and when the battle be
P- ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
“ Why not?”
gan,
the music played; upon which these well bred horses J. W. SCHUCKF.RS,.................... Wooster,
“Because I had no shoes and father says he immediately began to dance, which so disconcerted the DORSON EDWARDS ....... . Dayton,
Da. ASA COLEMAN ........... ...... Troy, Miami Co.
cannot get any.”
whole army that 3900 were killed, and the whole people •I T. DAVENPORT .1—LI...... Circleville
Rev.
B. I. 11AIGII f......... Cincinnati.
“ Has your father work and is he well?”
were destroyed. Though this story seems a little fabulous Rev. E.
W VEEP
.......... .... Chillicothe.
“ Yes, ma'am, but—,”and here her voice fal yet it contains, at least, a very good moral__ Landmark.
ROWLAND CLAP..... .................. Cuyahoga Falls,

cess is regarded as one of the wonders of the
world. The path of its exertions has been fol
lowed by other nations. Test.momals in its fa
vor have been poured in from every quarter, at
home and abroad, from men of every occupation
, from
fanners and mechanics, and
and profession,
---------merchants, from men of literature and science
—from overseers of manufactories—from naval
and military officers—ship-masters and agents
of every description-from physicians and law
Vers—from representatives, senators, and judges
in the bench. A few years of labor on the
part of this society, have brought such convic
tion to the public mind, that now state an
town temperance societies are institutions wine l
the public opinion demands.—American Quar
terly Observer.

tered, and the tears again started in her eyes.
She brushed them away, and said,—“ Mother
says she will try to get me a frock to come, for
this is worn out.”
Ibis was too plain a case. Here was a man
who could not provide decent and comfortable
clothing for his child, and why?
Any one can answer the question.—Christian
Witness.

M ISCE E E A N Y.
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ue<*i uu trust inav

J ci o >e grievously shaved; for many-shopkeepers suphefw | Ly 1”^". tO, cheat
therefore they strive to be
beforehand with them Th„
i
i
the best bargains.
Cad’V m°ney alwayS mSUres

Rum is poison : he that drinks it gives himself false sp ■
rits for a while, and rots his liver in the mean tune. It
a ruin manufacturer he not the greatest enemy to toe pub
lic, a rum drinker is the greatest enemy to himself and

Prom rhotnpson’s Southern Africa.
IowerPfthe Human Eye--- Toe overmastering tffoct of the human eye upon the lion has been frequently
mentioned, though much doubted by travellers—But from
my own inqun ies among |ion hunters I am perfectly satisfed of the tact;-.:,,id an anecdote that was ‘related to me
' • V'V d's ®S°’ ,’y Major Mackintosh, proves that this fasI. dh'?, l’2reCt
3 * IS nOt eo,\fi,Kld totl'elion. An officer in
India, havmg once rambled into a jungle adjoiniim the
British encampment, suddenly encountered a lar.re Uger
the meeting appeared equally unexpected on buffi sides’
and both parties made a dead halt? earnestly g az in" on
»
,lhC° h,Cer had
was awarj
ba the sword would he no effective defence in a struggle
tor hfe with such an antagonist. But he had heard ffiat
e en the Bengaf i lgcr( might be sometimes checked by
look,ng him firmly m the face. lie did so, and in a few
minutes the Itger winch appeared preparing to take his
fatal sprtng, grew d.sturbed, shrunk aside, and attempted
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